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**The Carousel of Hope**

**Silent Auction**

**Saturday, October 20, 2012**

6:30 p.m. – 8:30 p.m.

**The Beverly Hilton**

**Beverly Hills, California**

**Complimentary cocktails and hors d’oeuvres**

The Silent Auction is a unique collection of rare and extraordinary treasures. Countless volunteers and generous donors have given their time and spectacular gifts to create our most sensational Auction to date. Funds raised through the Auction will ensure a better tomorrow for children who suffer from diabetes. Therefore, we thank you from the bottom of our hearts for bidding generously and for helping children with diabetes reach for their brass ring: the Cure.
Our heartfelt appreciation goes to the following individuals and businesses that have unselfishly given their time and talents toward making the Silent Auction an event unequaled in excitement and financial success.
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Live Auction
1. 2013 G63 AMG designo
MASTERPIECE OF PERFORMANCE ART

More than 30 years ago, Mercedes-Benz set out to create a vehicle that could achieve two goals long believed exclusive: An extreme level of capability, with an extraordinary degree of civility. After decades of evolution, the 2013 G-Class has undergone a revolution beneath its iconic shape, with advanced new technology and a stunningly redesigned cabin. But in heart and soul, it continues to be what it has always been: lovingly crafted by hand, equipped to tackle virtually any terrain, eager to embark on any journey and loyal enough to bring you back. No matter how far the legendary G-Class travels, it never loses sight of its origins.

Performance & Styling
A new handcrafted 5.5-liter biturbo V-8 creates a massive 536 hp and 560 lb-ft of torque. Teamed with a fuel saving ECO Start/Stop system and a new multi-mode 7-speed AMG SPEEDSHIFT transmission with steering wheel mounted shift paddles, it races to 60 mph in 5.3 seconds. Exterior - designo Graphite. Interior - designo Exclusive Leather (Sand). AMG Brake Callipers Silver Painted

20” AMG Twin 5-Spoke Wheels (275/50R20 Tires), Leather/Burl Walnut Steering Wheel, Burl Walnut Wood Trim and designo Sand Leather Interior.

Comfort & Convenience
harman/kardon LOGIC7 surround-sound system, iPod/MP3 Media Interface Cable, Parking Aid System, Alcantara Roof Liner, Electric Tilting/Sliding Sunroof.

Safety & Security
Electronic Stability Program (ESP), Anti-lock Braking System (ABS), Blind Spot Assist, mbrace2: connects you and your car with the devices you rely upon to get around - your smartphone and computer (6 month trial included), Distronic Plus, Rear View Camera, Anti-Theft Warning System, Electrically Heated Windshield, Bi-Xenon Headlamps, Brilliant white LED Daytime Running Lamps.

RULES: Only the amount paid over MSRP will be tax deductible. Winner may not substitute cash or another model. Actual displayed vehicle at Auction is the vehicle that will be awarded to the winner. Colors and options cannot be changed. All taxes, license and registration fees are the sole responsibility of the winner and must be paid in full at time of delivery. Winner must take delivery of the vehicle at a Southern California authorized Mercedes-Benz dealership. Winner must be at least 21 years of age and a licensed driver.

Value: $137,505.00
Minimum Bid: $80,000.00

Southern California Mercedes-Benz Dealers, CA
2. **PARIS FASHION HAUTE COUTURE WEEK**

This is a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity that you do not want to miss out on! You and one lucky guest will get to experience the best of the fashion industry up-close as you travel to Paris for Paris Haute Couture Fashion Week. Your trip begins with a first-class flight on American Airlines from any American Airlines US location to Paris. There, you will stay in the world renowned Hotel Plaza Athénée, located in the heart of Paris on the famous Avenue Montaigne, just steps from the Champs Élysées. With panoramic views of the Eiffel Tower, Montmartre and the sweep of Paris rooftops, Hotel Plaza Athénée is the epitome of true luxury in Paris.

While in your hotel, you will receive your exclusive invitations to a myriad of runway shows, hosted by the top fashion houses in the world. These include: Jean-Paul Gaultier, Valentino, Versace, Giorgio Armani, Stephane Rolland. You will also have an exclusive invitation to the fabulous “On Aura Tout Vu” show. You can’t buy these tickets anywhere else, so don’t miss out on your chance to be a part of Paris’ best Haute Couture Fashion Week ever!

**Value:** Priceless  
**Minimum Bid:** $14,000.00

American Airlines, Hotel Plaza Athénée, Giorgio Armani, Jean-Paul Gaultier, On Aura Tout Vous, Stephane Rolland, Versace, Valentino, Paris, France

3. **BORA BORA DREAM WEDDING**

Presented by celebrity emcee Jay Leno and the Resort’s General Manager Michael Schoonewagen, The Carousel of Hope will offer a one-of-a-kind experience – a St. Regis Bora Bora celebrity wedding valued at $250,000 USD. The bride and groom will be pampered for 10 nights in the Resort’s elegant Royal Estate Villa, which spans over 13,000 square feet and is comprised of three separate pavilions that revolve around a private pool. The bride will slip into a St. Regis Bora Bora wedding dress, exclusively designed for the Resort by Scandinavian designer Cecilie Melli. Additionally, the couple’s once-in-a-lifetime ceremony and reception experience will be captured by a photographer, and the couple will be treated to a rehearsal dinner by the Resort’s signature restaurant, Lagoon Restaurant by Jean-Georges as well as all meals, round trip tickets from Los Angeles to Tahiti are sponsored by Air Tahiti Nui. Also included are airport transfers, water activities and five villas for five couples for five nights to share the memories. The St. Regis Bora Bora is set amidst lush unspoiled surroundings and pristine waters, and guests enjoy spectacular views of the main island of Bora Bora as well as the mystical Mount Otemanu, towering over the Pacific Ocean with the remote islands of Tahaa and Raiatea on the horizon. St. Regis Resort, Bora Bora is protected by self-contained saltwater lagoons and designed to complement the surrounding landscape. The resort features a manmade “hoa” -- a Tahitian inlet that utilizes the ocean tides and currents -- that provides deep ocean water to the lagoon, replenishing fresh nutrients to sustain the abundant variety of native fish and stingrays.

**Value:** $250,000.00  
**Minimum Bid:** $85,000.00

St. Regis Resorts, Bora Bora, French Polynesia
Travel
1000. CANARY ISLAND GETAWAY
Abama Golf and Spa Resort in the Canary Islands combines the best of Spa, Golf, and Spanish gastronomy in the most exclusive and luxurious place off the coast of Spain. Abama is a 160 hectare private estate tucked away in Guía de Isora, a tranquil and little known area on the island of Tenerife. Here you can take in volcanic landscapes and breathtaking views of the Atlantic Ocean. Tenerife is known throughout the world as the Island of Eternal Spring. This resort can be checked off your bucket list as you enjoy a three-night stay for two in an Abama deluxe room with daily breakfast at La Veranda Restaurant. Certificate is valid until October 20, 2013, and subject to blackout dates and availability.

Value: $1,200.00
Minimum Bid: $500.00
Abama Golf and Spa Resort, Guía de Isora, Spain

1001. CARIBBEAN ESCAPE
It’s time to leave the phones and computers behind and relax! American Airlines will fly you and one other companion business-class to any American Airlines destination in the Caribbean. These certificates are valid until October 20, 2013, are based on availability, are non-transferable, non-replaceable, and are not valid for stopovers. Fees, taxes, surcharges, and/or service charges are the responsibility of the passenger. American Airlines reserves the right to change policies without advance notice and tickets cannot be used in conjunction with AAdvantage Award Certificates, upgrade stickers, or any other promotional offer. AAdvantage mileage may not be accrued with these tickets.

Value: $2,500.00
Minimum Bid: $1,000.00
American Airlines, El Segundo, CA

1002. EXCLUSIVE DORADO BEACH
With its serene coastline and palm-fringed beaches, Dorado Beach, a Ritz-Carlton Reserve, feels worlds away while nestled within a natural sanctuary for a true sensation of luxury. Evocative of a tropical enclave, the resort blends Laurance Rockefeller’s novel environment design philosophies with modern, yet minimal décor. This four-night stay includes round-trip transfers from SJU airport, daily breakfast for two at Encanto Beach Club & Grill, 24-hour dedicated butler service, and complimentary 30 minute spa treatments for two. This certificate is valid until October 20, 2013 and is subject to availability and blackout dates. This exclusive property is slated to open in December 2012.

Value: $8,500.00
Minimum Bid: $3,750.00
Dorado Beach, a Ritz-Carlton Reserve, Dorado, Puerto Rico

1003. LUCK OF THE IRISH
Surrounded by embassies and ivy-covered homes in the area of Ballsbridge, Four Seasons Dublin is an elegant, tranquil destination for travelers looking for historic sophistication minutes from the city’s vibrant shopping and local attractions. Stay here for two nights in a deluxe room. This certificate includes breakfast, is subject to availability and blackout dates, and expires on October 31, 2013.

Value: $800.00
Minimum Bid: $300.00
Four Seasons Hotel Dublin, Dublin, Ireland
1004. **THE ROYAL BOX OF ATHENS**

Hotel Grande Bretagne is considered to be one of the most luxurious hotels in southeastern Europe. Located in central Athens, this hotel boasts an unrivalled perspective of Athens’ mythical history. Escape to the GB Spa Athens for an Ouzo Oil Massage or an indulgent respite in the Thermal Suite. Then venture up to the GB Roof Garden Restaurant & Bar for champagne as the sun sets behind the Acropolis - or down to The Cellar for a tasting of some of its 3,000 bottles of wine. Enjoy a wonderful four-night stay for two in a Deluxe Room, including American buffet breakfast. This certificate expires on October 20, 2013.

**Value:** $3,600.00  
**Minimum Bid:** $1,500.00  

Hotel Grande Bretagne, Athens, Greece

1005. **ULTIMATE FRENCH LUXURY**

Le Bristol Paris is a unique venue in the French capital with its exemplary service and exquisite refinement. The hotel is located on the elegant rue du Faubourg Saint-Honoré in the heart of the fashion and arts district, and since 1925 has been welcoming privileged guests to stay in its 188 recently fully-renovated, spacious and bright rooms and suites decorated in classic eighteenth-century style. Enjoy a two-night stay for two in a Superior Junior Suite with breakfast. This certificate is valid until October 31, 2013 and subject to blackout dates and availability.

**Value:** $3,610.00  
**Minimum Bid:** $1,500.00  

Hôtel Le Bristol Paris, Paris, France

1006. **PERU’S ANCIENT TRADITIONS**

The only hotel in Urubamba with a private train station to Machu Picchu, Tambo del Inka Resort & Spa goes to every length to ensure an indelible stay, offering refined dining, a therapeutic spa, and premier fitness center, along with an emerald lagoon and blooming riverside gardens. Stay here with a guest for a fabulous three nights where you will be indulged with a thermal circuit spa treatment for two and breakfast each morning. Offer expires on October 20, 2013.

**Value:** $900.00  
**Minimum Bid:** $450.00  

Libertador Hotels, Resorts & Spas, Urubama, Peru

1007. **PERUVIAN ADVENTURE**

Set sail to the Ballestas Islands, to Hotel Paracas, for a close encounter with the Peru’s wildlife, or charter a flight over the mysterious Pre-Incan Nazca Lines. Unwind from the day’s adventures in the spa, where original treatments prove equally magical. You and a guest can do all this and more with a three-night stay, thermal circuit spa treatment for two, and breakfast each morning. Offer is subject to availability and blackout dates. Certificate expires on October 20, 2013.

**Value:** $1,000.00  
**Minimum Bid:** $400.00  

Libertador Hotels, Resorts & Spas, Paracas, Peru
1008. **THAILAND PARADISE**

Beyond the limestone mountains rising from Thailand’s Andaman Sea, virgin rainforests, ethereal beaches and crystal clear waterfalls, a secluded paradise awaits in one of the world’s most spellbinding destinations. You’ll embark on a voyage of discovery at Phulay Bay, a hidden retreat in Krabi, where the charm and natural splendor of Thailand blends with an aura of serenity and luxury. Your four-night stay for two will include daily breakfast at Jampoon Restaurant, round trip transfers from Krabi Airport, 24-hour butler service, and a complimentary daily boat shuttle to Hong Island. This certificate is valid through October 2013 and blackout dates may apply.

**Value:** $5,000.00  
**Minimum Bid:** $2,000.00  
Phulay Bay, a Ritz-Carlton Reserve, Muang Krabi, Thailand

1009. **WHEN IN ROME**

For over a century the Hassler at the top of the Spanish Steps has been recognized as one of Europe’s legendary independently-owned five-star luxury hotels, synonymous with the highest quality of service, attention to detail and discretion. Discover the Hassler with your favorite travelling companion for two nights in a deluxe room. This certificate includes daily breakfast and is subject to availability and blackout dates.

**Value:** $2,356.00  
**Minimum Bid:** $1,200.00  
Roberto E. Wirth - Hotel Hassler Roma, Rome, Italy

1010. **CARIBBEAN GETAWAY**

Rosewood Mayakoba located in Riviera Maya, Mexico offers you this three-night stay for two at it’s luxurious resort. Surrounded by the jungle’s emerald embrace, a journey to Rosewood Mayakoba’s serene world captivates the soul with stunning natural beauty and pure refinement. Situated along a mile-long arc of white Caribbean sand, Rosewood Mayakoba is the heart of a 1,600-acre luxury resort enclave located south of Cancun and north of Playa del Carmen. Voted Top 100 in the World and Top 7 Mexico Resort in Condé Nast Traveler’s Readers’ Choice Awards 2011. This certificate is subject to availability and must be used before October 1, 2013. Reservations must be made at least 30 days in advance.

**Value:** $1,800.00  
**Minimum Bid:** $800.00  
Rosewood Hotels & Resorts, Riviera Maya, Mexico

1011. **INTIMATE LUXURY**

Small Luxury Hotels of the World offers you this five-night stay at any of its worldwide properties and invites you to experience another world. With over 520 intimate and privately owned hotels in more than 70 countries, the choice of experiences that they offer is infinite. Whether it is a romantic hideaway, safari lodge, city sanctuary, or spa retreat, you will encounter only the very best. Visit www.slh.com to view their hotels and plan your next getaway. Terms and conditions apply and the offer is subject to availability. This certificate expires October 20, 2013.

**Value:** $5,000.00  
**Minimum Bid:** $2,250.00  
Small Luxury Hotels of the World, New York, NY
1012. LUXURIOUS GREECE ADVENTURE

You and a lucky guest will indulge in the luxury of the most magnificent Starwood Hotels and Resorts with this amazing ten-night stay package in Greece. Your fabulous vacation will start at Hotel Grande Bretagne in Athens. With breathtaking views of the famed Acropolis and Parthenon, regal Constitution Square and the Parliament, lush Lycabettus Hill or the original Olympic Stadium, the multi-awarded five-star Hotel Grande Bretagne offers an unrivaled perspective of Athens’ mythical history.

Next you’ll travel to Crete for a two-night stay at Blue Palace Resort & Spa, a luxury resort in Greece with exceptional charm, architecture and style. Blue Palace is the perfect hideaway to combine authentic island luxe accommodations, the finest award winning cuisine, and a soothing retreat for the senses. Next on your whirlwind journey you’ll travel to Mykonos for a two-night stay at Mykonos Hotel Santa Marina Resort & Villas, a tranquil oasis where understated elegance meets sheer indulgence and a true paradise within a paradise. After, you’ll head to the sleepy village of Megalochori on the island of Santorini to enjoy two nights at Vedema Resort, a place where emotions, creativity and perfection meets a world of beauty and mythology. Sleek and spectacular, with unprecedented privacy, Vedema inspires extraordinary journeys for the soul. Lastly, you’ll spend an unforgettable two nights in Athens at Arion Resort & Spa, with it’s legendary atmosphere enhanced by contemporary surroundings and spectacular views of the Saronic Gulf. This package is complete with daily American breakfast, high speed internet access, and room taxes included. Subject to availability and blackout periods.

Value: $16,000.00
Minimum Bid: $8,000.00

Starwood Hotels and Resorts, Greece

1013. HONG KONG HIATUS

The Peninsula Hong Kong has long been hailed as one of the finest hotels in the world. Created 75 years ago in the glamorous 1920s, the legendary “Grande Dame of the Far East” continues to set hotel standards worldwide, offering a blend of the best Eastern and Western hospitality. You and a guest will enjoy your three-night stay in a deluxe suite at this magnificent luxury hotel with daily breakfast for two, plus ceremonial signature treatments for two at the spa. This certificate is subject to availability and blackout dates, and valid from March 1, 2013 until February 28, 2014.

Value: $5,290.00
Minimum Bid: $2,500.00

The Peninsula Hong Kong, Hong Kong, China

1014. VIENNA IS NOW OR NEVER

Discover The Ritz-Carlton, Vienna, a historic building composed of four former Palais from the 19th century which are culturally protected. Vienna is considered the gate to Eastern Europe - come escape to Austria and see the spectacular views of the city of Vienna and all its sights. Vienna is now or never for you to come enjoy a two-night stay for two in one of our Junior Suites, including breakfast! Certificate is valid until October 20, 2013 and not valid over blackout dates and subject to availability.

Value: $3,000.00
Minimum Bid: $1,250.00

The Ritz-Carlton, Vienna, Vienna, Austria
1015. **TROPICAL OASIS**

Pleasure is a daily mantra when you tee off at the challenging Robert Trent Jones, Jr. golf course, succumb to exclusive Reméde Spa pampering, savor Jean-Georges' acclaimed cuisine, lounge at the pool esplanade, or bask on our pristine, sandy beach at The St. Regis Bahia Beach Resort. Enjoy a four-day, three-night stay in a St. Regis Suite, dinner for two in their world-class restaurant, Fern, two customized spa treatments, and a luxurious poolside cabana throughout your stay! This certificate expires on October 20, 2013. Offer is subject to availability and blackout dates.

*Value:* $3,500.00  
*Minimum Bid:* $1,500.00

*The St. Regis Bahia Beach Resort,*  
Río Grande, Puerto Rico

---

1016. **ALLURING PACIFIC COAST**

Give in to the seduction of pampering treatments in the luxe Reméde Spa, play on two Jack Nicklaus Signature Golf Courses or a tennis center nestled in a palm grove. Nearby, the Marietas Islands beckon with natural beauty and outdoor adventures. Enjoy a three-night stay in a Deluxe Ocean Room. This certificate is valid until September 19, 2013 and includes restrictions and blackout dates.

*Value:* $2,000.00  
*Minimum Bid:* $750.00

*The St. Regis Punta Mita,*  
Nayarit, Mexico

---

1017. **FIVE-STAR BOUTIQUE HOTEL IN SWITZERLAND**

You and your guests will enjoy a three-night stay in a double room with breakfast each morning in this very classy, elegant five-star boutique hotel, situated in a unique position on the “Collina d’Oro” (Hill of Gold) in Lugano. Its prized position, the all-persuasive sense of peace, the harmonic balance of furnishings, painstaking attention to detail, spectacular views over the romantic Gulf of Lugano, and surrounding mountains all turn your stay at Villa Principe Leopoldo into an unforgettable experience. Service, taxes and VAT included. This certificate is valid from Sunday to Friday but not during Easter, Christmas and New Year, expires September 30, 2013, and is subject to availability.

*Value:* $1,700.00  
*Minimum Bid:* $800.00

*Villa Principe Leopoldo,*  
Lugano, Switzerland

---

1018. **SUN-KISSED LUXURY IN LOS CABOS**

Within the gates of the exclusive Villas Del Mar resort community in Los Cabos, you and your guests will enjoy five nights in the luxury and seclusion of a private villa. Villa 365 features four bedrooms, four and a half baths, stunning ocean views, a private pool and spa, and spacious outdoor terraces. You and your guests will enjoy a completely carefree vacation thanks to a personal chef and butler service, daily housekeeping, private airport transportation, and pre-stocked groceries. Villas Del Mar also offers the finest resort amenities for your use including a private beach club, Club Ninety Six, with casual and fine dining, a private sailing catamaran, beach activities, a kid’s club, and a health retreat, Club Espiritu, featuring state-of-the-art gym equipment and spa services. The stay also includes a round of golf at the neighboring Querencia Golf Club, a renowned Tom Fazio course. This certificate is subject to availability, and blackout dates apply.

A) Gift Certificate #1

*Value:* $25,000.00  
*Minimum Bid:* $7,000.00

B) Gift Certificate #2 (1019)

*Value:* $25,000.00  
*Minimum Bid:* $7,000.00

*Villas Del Mar,* Los Cabos, Mexico
1500.  **HAWAIIAN DELIGHT**  

Put on your best Hawaiian shirt and go west. You and a guest will enjoy traveling on two round-trip, first-class tickets from any continental United States American Airlines destination to any American Airlines Hawaiian destination including Honolulu, Maui, and Kona. These certificates are valid until October 20, 2013, are based on availability, are non-transferable, non-replaceable, and are not valid for stopovers. Fees, taxes, surcharges, and/or service charges are the responsibility of the passenger. American Airlines reserves the right to change policies without advance notice and tickets cannot be used in conjunction with AAdvantage Award Certificates, upgrade stickers, or any other promotional offer. AAdvantage mileage may not be accrued with these tickets.

**Value:** $5,000.00  
**Minimum Bid:** $2,000.00  

American Airlines, El Segundo, CA

1501.  **FLY AWAY**  

Get ready for white, sandy beaches or snow-covered mountains. American Airlines will fly you and your favorite travel companion first-class from any continental United States American Airlines destination to any American Airlines destination in the US 48 states, Canada, or Mexico. These certificates are valid until October 20, 2013, are based on availability, are non-transferable, non-replaceable, and are not valid for stopovers. Fees, taxes, surcharges, and/or service charges are the responsibility of the passenger. American Airlines reserves the right to change policies without advance notice and tickets cannot be used in conjunction with AAdvantage Award Certificates, upgrade stickers, or any other promotional offer. AAdvantage mileage may not be accrued with these tickets.

**Value:** $5,500.00  
**Minimum Bid:** $2,000.00  

American Airlines, El Segundo, CA

1502.  **JEWEL OF THE DESERT**  

Since 1929, this Arizona landmark has had a colorful history and been graced by the presence of some of the most famous celebrities, presidents, and world travelers. Be a part of the Arizona Biltmore’s history with this certificate for two nights and three days in their Ocatilla accommodations. This is a retreat and private sanctuary, where a dedicated concierge attends to individual needs in a well-appointed, relaxed lounge environment, and continuous culinary offerings are showcased throughout the day. Use this gift before October 20, 2013. Certificate is subject to blackout dates and availability.

**Value:** $1,100.00  
**Minimum Bid:** $450.00  

Arizona Biltmore Resort & Spa, Phoenix, AZ

1503.  **JOIN THE JET SET**  

Take a journey in Avjet Corporation’s private Gulfstream 150 for up to 7 guests. For two days and one night, you will use this luxurious roundtrip charter flight from Burbank, CA to either Monterey, CA or Las Vegas, NV, returning the next morning to Burbank.

**Value:** $16,662.50  
**Minimum Bid:** $8,000.00  

Avjet Corporation, Burbank, CA

1504.  **NAPA VALLEY EXPERIENCE**  

Embodying contemporary luxury and the simplified elegance of wine country living, Bardessono establishes a new paradigm in what it means to truly experience Napa Valley. Enjoy a one night stay in a King Spa Suite, plus breakfast for two at Lucy Bar & Grill of up to $75.00. Certificate is subject to availability, blackout dates, and valid for a Sunday through Thursday arrival only. Holidays excluded. Valid November 1, 2012 through November 1, 2013.

**Value:** $725.00  
**Minimum Bid:** $350.00  

Bardessono, Yountville, CA
1505. **ROYAL REGENT BEVERLY HILLS**

The Beverly Wilshire Four Seasons Hotel is located in the heart of Beverly Hills at one of the world’s most famous intersections - Rodeo Drive and Wilshire Boulevard. With a recent $40 million dollar face-lift, countless luxurious delights are located right within the Hotel’s own doors, including Cut by Wolfgang Puck, Sidebar, The Blvd, 24-hour in-room dining, an 8,000 square foot Spa, Pool Bar & Café, and fabulous poolside cabanas. Enjoy a two-night stay for two in a deluxe room with daily breakfast. This certificate expires October 1, 2013.

**Value:** $1,450.00  
**Minimum Bid:** $650.00

Beverly Wilshire, Beverly Hills, CA

1507. **ESCAPE TO PARADISE**

Slip away by yourself to one of the most beautiful spas in the world, Cal-a-Vie - The Spa Havens - in Vista, California. Enjoy this tranquil, three-night la petite package which includes all meals, fitness classes, private accommodations, and transportation to and from San Diego airport, if necessary. This magical retreat with advanced fitness programs, superb face and body treatments, delicious spa cuisine, and impeccable service awaits you. So cherished and so exclusive, it is one of the best kept secrets in the country. This certificate expires October 20, 2013 and is valid for one person, new customers only.

**Value:** $3,995.00  
**Minimum Bid:** $1,200.00

Cal-a-Vie, Vista, CA

1506. **PALM BEACH PORTRAIT**

Have your family personally photographed by world renowned photographer Bradford at his luxurious Palm Beach studio located on world famous Worth Ave. (the Rodeo Dr. of Florida) in Palm Beach, FL. Package includes portrait session plus a 20” wall portrait on canvas with lavish artistry. Package also includes an overnight stay at the breathtaking 5 Star/5 Diamond Ritz-Carlton Palm Beach. Portrait may be of a family or individual, no pets. The date must be mutually agreed upon and transportation is not included. Certificate expires on April 22, 2013.

**Value:** $5,500.00  
**Minimum Bid:** $2,000.00

Bradford Renaissance Portraits,  
Palm Beach, FL

1508. **FAIRY TALE GETAWAY**

Château du Sureau is filled with simple beauty and tranquility. This magical resort has consistently earned the highest marks from the toughest critics, including the Forbes Five-Star award. Experience the famed European hospitality just miles away from Yosemite National Park with this one-night stay in one of the following guest rooms: Sweet Geranium, Lavender, or Chamomile. Your stay gets even better with a savory European breakfast for two each morning and a 5-course dinner for two with wine pairings at Erna’s Elderberry House restaurant.

**Value:** $900.00  
**Minimum Bid:** $400.00

Château du Sureau, Oakhurst, CA
1509. **ARIZONA TIMESHARE**

Los Abrigados Resort & Spa in Sedona, Arizona is a wonderful location for a vacation with the perfect balance of relaxation and activity. Here you will find a quiet and peaceful selection of accommodation styles alongside adventure and activities including horseback riding, helicopter rides, and more. If this sounds like your perfect trip, take advantage of this amazing offer from David and Beverly Rich for a one bedroom condo timeshare that can be used for one week every other year starting in 2013. It has a fully equipped kitchen and can sleep four. With this floating week, you can plan your vacation for any time of year. The winner must notify the Rich’s within two weeks of receiving the certificate. All transfer costs are included but the winning bidder is responsible for a $443.00 annual membership fee.

**Value:** $6,400.00  
**Minimum Bid:** $2,000.00

David and Beverly Rich, Sedona, AZ

1512. **BEVERLY HILLS BLISS**

All European grace and Beverly Hills style, the incomparable Four Seasons Hotel Los Angeles at Beverly Hills is wrapped in perfumed, tropical gardens and is just a mile from world-renowned Rodeo Drive. Enjoy a relaxing one-night stay in a Deluxe Balcony Room and feel at home away from home. Reservations must be made 45 days in advance. Certificate is subject to blackout dates and expires October 20, 2013.

**Value:** $600.00  
**Minimum Bid:** $200.00

Four Seasons Hotel Los Angeles at Beverly Hills, Los Angeles, CA

---

1510. **LIFE IN LA JOLLA**

Experience modern luxury at Estancia La Jolla Hotel & Spa with this two-night stay in a deluxe room. Relax in luxury and marvel at the sunset over the Pacific ocean from the cliffs at Torrey Pines. Also included is breakfast for two in Adobe Restaurant, dinner for two at Mustangs & Burrows, and two 50-minute Swedish massages. This certificate does not include gratuity and expires on October 20, 2013.

**Value:** $1,400.00  
**Minimum Bid:** $600.00

Estancia La Jolla Hotel & Spa, La Jolla, CA

1511. **ENCHANTED RELAXATION**

Enchantment Resort is the leading Sedona resort and spa, renowned in Arizona and beyond. This Sedona luxury resort combines the unique natural beauty of Arizona’s red rocks with superb hotel accommodations, delicious dining, spa services and beautiful hiking trails all throughout Sedona. Experience a wonderful two-night stay in a Junior Suite plus two 60 minute spa services. This certificate includes room, tax, resort fee, and spa gratuity and expires on November 15, 2013. Offer is subject to availability and blackout dates.

**Value:** $1,400.00  
**Minimum Bid:** $600.00

Enchantment Resort & Mii amo Spa, Sedona, AZ
1513. **FIVE-STAR MAUI**

Maui’s first and only Forbes Five-Star resort is nestled on 15 acres of the breathtaking Wailea coast. The oceanfront property is world-renowned for its comfortable opulence, impeccable service, luxurious amenities, and for living in harmony with its environment and community. The resort is also home to one of the nation’s top-rated spas and three of Hawaii’s most acclaimed restaurants - Ferraro's Bar e Ristorante, Spago Maui, and DUO, a premium steak and seafood restaurant. Enjoy a five night stay for two in an ocean view room at this premium resort. Certificate expires October 20, 2013 and is subject to blackout dates.

Value: $5,057.00
Minimum Bid: $2,000.00

Four Seasons Resort, Maui at Wailea, Wailea, HI

1514. **YOUR JOURNEY AWAITS**

Situated on 377 acres on the western slopes of southern California’s Peninsular Ranges, Golden Door is a Zen-inspired oasis for those looking to refocus their minds and reenergize their bodies. Find peace among the stone walkways and waterfalls of our Japanese gardens. Engage your muscles with a personalized fitness program. Surrender your senses to the blissful relaxation of our bathhouse. Your Golden Door journey awaits. Take advantage of all Golden Door has to offer with this one-week stay. This certificate expires on October 20, 2013 and is subject to availability.

Value: $7,750.00
Minimum Bid: $3,750.00

Golden Door Spa, San Marcos, CA

1515. **A GRAND HAWAIIAN ADVENTURE**

The Grand Wailea Resort Hotel & Spa invites you and a guest to take a vacation from your daily routine to relax and enjoy a three-night stay in an ocean-view room. The facilities of the Grand Wailea, from its guest rooms, restaurants, gardens, and Spa Grand, have been designed to reflect the best of Hawaii. This certificate is not valid during holidays, at Ho’olei units, and is subject to availability. It expires on October 31, 2013.

Value: $2,066.00
Minimum Bid: $850.00

Grand Wailea, Maui, HI

1516. **ULTIMATE LUXURY**

The premier suites at Halekulani offer exceptional views of Hawaii’s fabled Diamond Head and Waikiki Beach with the swells of the expansive Pacific just steps away. The essence of timeless style and luxury, paired with Halekulani’s legendary service, is captured in these suites. This certificate includes a three night stay for two in an ocean view room with full American breakfast at Orchids (except Sundays) or a breakfast buffet at House Without a Key. Certificate is subject to availability and expires on October 20, 2013.

Value: $2,100.00
Minimum Bid: $900.00

Halekulani, Honolulu, HI

1517. **MYSTICAL MAUI**

Your dream Hawaiian vacation awaits at this Bali-inspired luxury five-room bed and breakfast on the peaceful island of Maui. Enjoy three nights nestled in the Maui mountains with gorgeous ocean views at Ho’oilo House. You’ll love the peaceful tranquility! This certificate expires on October 20, 2013 and is based on availability.

Value: $1,000.00
Minimum Bid: $450.00

Ho’oilo House, Lahania, HI
1518. **TRIP TO THE RACES**
Horse lovers will enjoy a private villa, formerly owned by Wrigley heiress Julie Wrigley, in Lexington at the Griffin Gate Resort. Located on the golf course, this villa is available for a seven night vacation during the Spring or Fall Kenneland Race Meet in 2013 or Louth Derby in 2014.

**Value:** $20,000.00  
**Minimum Bid:** $7,000.00

Hoffman International Properties,  
Dallas, TX

1519. **A LEGEND REBORN**
The iconic Hotel Bel-Air originally opened in 1946 as one of Hollywood’s most beloved hideaways, known for giving guests the sense of being in a luxurious private residence surrounded by lush gardens. Hotel Bel-Air continues to be a favorite retreat among high profile global influencers, and Hollywood celebrities. Stay among sophisticated world travelers for two nights in a Deluxe Guestroom. This certificate includes breakfast for two each morning, is exclusive of tax and gratuities, subject to availability, and expires on October 20, 2013.

**Value:** $1,460.00  
**Minimum Bid:** $600.00

Hotel Bel-Air, Los Angeles, CA

1520. **GEM OF ASPEN**
For the last 120 years, Hotel Jerome in Aspen, CO has been a landmark; a gathering place for cosmopolitan socialites, politicians, and actors. Experience the blend of elegant historic detail with updated design for a two-night stay in deluxe accommodations. Blackout dates apply, and the certificate expires on October 20, 2013.

**Value:** $1,600.00  
**Minimum Bid:** $700.00

Hotel Jerome Aspen, An Auberge Resort,  
Aspen, CO

1521. **SAN DIEGO SUN**
When you pull up to the front doors, you are literally at the gateway to the Gaslamp District. Enjoy a two night stay among the contemporary art and clean design of this beautiful hotel and experience a sense of calm as you look out over the city, feeling like you belong here and that San Diego’s world is your oyster. This certificate is subject to availability and expires on October 20, 2013.

**Value:** $600.00  
**Minimum Bid:** $250.00

Hotel Palomar, Kimpton Hotels,  
San Diego, CA

1522. **UPPER EAST SIDE LUXURY**
Enjoy your two-night stay at The Hotel Plaza Athénée located on the fashionable Upper East Side of Manhattan and within walking distance of Central Park, boutiques, museums, art galleries, and New York’s finest department stores and business areas. This elegant Hotel has just 142 rooms and is well known for offering the ultimate in personalized service. This offer is subject to availability and blackout dates. Certificate expires on August 31, 2013.

**Value:** $3,611.00  
**Minimum Bid:** $1,300.00

Hotel Plaza Athénée, New York,  
New York, NY

1523. **WESTSIDE GETAWAY**
Celebrate a special occasion with a two-night stay for two in an urban oasis room at the Hyatt Regency Century Plaza. Perfectly situated on the fashionable Westside, adjacent to Beverly Hills, this elegant Los Angeles hotel offers easy access to all the sights of this vibrant city. Surround yourself with contemporary glamour and style and stay at the Hyatt Regency Century Plaza. This certificate expires on October 31, 2013.

**Value:** $737.00  
**Minimum Bid:** $350.00

Hyatt Regency Century Plaza,  
Los Angeles, CA
1524. **LUXURY IN LAS VEGAS**

Experience one of the premier resorts in Las Vegas, the JW Marriott Las Vegas Resort & Spa. This Las Vegas luxury resort is located in the heart of Southern Nevada’s most prestigious collection of golf courses, boasting 50 acres of flourishing gardens, a resort pool with waterfalls and whirlpools, a lavish spa, and eleven restaurants, from fine dining to casual. With this two-night stay in a one bedroom suite you will get to experience one of these amazing restaurants with an added certificate for dinner for two in either Ceres Restaurant or The Carmel Room. This certificate is valid through October 20, 2013, and is subject to availability and blackout dates. Dinner reservations must be made in advance and certificate does not include alcoholic beverages or gratuities.

**Value:** $750.00  
**Minimum Bid:** $350.00  
JW Marriott Las Vegas, Las Vegas, NV

1525. **LUXURY IN WAIKIKI**

Built in 1927, the iconic Royal Hawaiian Resort, known as the “Pink Palace of the Pacific,” ushered in a new era of luxurious resort travel to Hawaii. Located on the breathtaking Waikiki beachfront, the Royal Hawaiian is an exclusive enclave for luxury and romance. Enjoy all this and more during a two-night stay for two in a Royal Junior Ocean Suite. This certificate is subject to taxes, availability, and blackout dates and expires on October 31, 2013.

**Value:** $2,400.00  
**Minimum Bid:** $1,000.00  
Kyo-ya Hotels and Resorts, The Royal Hawaiian, a Luxury Collection Resort, Honolulu, HI

1526. **VEGAS EXTRAVAGANZA**

Live it up in Las Vegas as you and a guest experience a two-night stay in one of The Venetian’s or Palazzo’s Luxurious Suites with VIP check-in. You will be indulged with dinner for two at Wolfgang Puck’s Postrio Bar & Grill and a spa package for two at Canyon Ranch SpaClub. This package also includes two tickets to Madame Tussauds and a gondola ride for two. This offer is based upon availability and subject to blackout dates. The certificate expires on August 31, 2013.

**Value:** $1,065.00  
**Minimum Bid:** $450.00  
Las Vegas Sands Corporation, Las Vegas, NV

1527. **EXCITING HOLLYWOOD**

The star of Hollywood & Highland Center, Loews Hollywood Hotel features posh amenities and unparalleled service. From the commanding location with stunning views to expansive guestrooms and cosmopolitan cuisine, business and leisure travelers alike will find everything they need for an entertaining stay in Hollywood. Experience all the city has to offer with this two-night stay in a superior room with breakfast for two at Preston’s. This certificate is valid until October 30, 2013 and subject to availability and blackout dates.

**Value:** $780.00  
**Minimum Bid:** $350.00  
Loews Hollywood Hotel, Hollywood, CA

1528. **LUXE ON SUNSET**

Luxe Sunset Boulevard Hotel is an urban retreat located on seven acres of lush, pristine property perfectly perched at the intersection of Brentwood and Bel-Air. This luxury hotel in Bel-Air offers stylish and supremely comfortable personalized care and service in a modern California environment. Enjoy a two-night weekend stay in a Superior Room with Sunday brunch for two at On Sunset. This certificate is based upon availability and expires on December 28, 2013.

**Value:** $500.00  
**Minimum Bid:** $225.00  
Luxe Sunset Boulevard Hotel, Los Angeles, CA
1529. EXCLUSIVE CARBON BEACH
Located along the strip of seashore nicknamed “Billionaire’s Beach,” this unique boutique hotel offers you complete relaxation; from it’s 47 well-appointed rooms and suites, each with a private balcony, to the breathtaking views and magical sunsets you’ll enjoy while having an executive chef create the only beachfront gourmet dining experience of any of the Malibu beach hotels. Enjoy it’s tranquil on-site spa services and feel yourself shift into that “Malibu moment.” You can have all this and more with a one-night stay in an Oceanfront Queen Room. This certificate is valid Sunday through Thursday and is subject to availability and blackout dates. Use this offer before September 30, 2013.

Value: $545.00
Minimum Bid: $250.00
Malibu Beach Inn, Malibu, CA

1530. NATURE’S SPA
Miracle Springs Resort & Spa presents an array of elegant spa therapies and beauty treatments in a luxurious hot-springs resort environment with spectacular mountain views and miraculous healing waters. Experience these wonders during a three-day/two-night stay for two. This certificate is valid Sunday through Thursday, subject to availability and blackout dates, and expires June 13, 2013.

Value: $238.00
Minimum Bid: $100.00
Miracle Springs Resort & Spa, Desert Hot Springs, CA

1531. TIMELESS ELEGANCE
Exuding vintage Hollywood style paired with modern luxury, Montage Beverly Hills offers the best of both worlds. Sophisticated, inviting and reflective of its glamorous Beverly Hills setting, this urban oasis is set in the midst of a vibrant city. Relish in this experience with a luxurious two-night stay in a Deluxe Guestroom. While there, you will indulge in dinner for two at Scott Conant’s Scarpetta Beverly Hills. This offer is based on availability, subject to blackout dates, and expires on October 20, 2013. The dinner credit is for up to $175, excluding gratuity and alcohol.

Value: $1,741.00
Minimum Bid: $750.00
Montage Beverly Hills, Beverly Hills, CA

1532. MONTAGE IS A MUST
Spend two nights in an Ocean View Guestroom at the Montage Laguna Beach, a wonderful place where the serenity of a seaside resort couples with the comfortable refinement of an intimate Craftsman-style estate. While you are there, you will be treated to dinner for two in Studio, featuring the Chef’s Tasting Menu with Wine Pairings. This certificate is not valid on weekends, subject to blackout dates and availability, and expires on December 23, 2013.

Value: $2,200.00
Minimum Bid: $1,000.00
Montage Laguna Beach, Laguna Beach, CA

1533. RED MOUNTAIN RETREAT
Surrounded by the red sandstone and black lava rocks of Snow Canyon State Park, Red Mountain Resort is the perfect escape for the outdoor enthusiast. Enjoy a three-day, two-night stay with the resort’s Essential Package for two. You’ll be treated to a deluxe room, three healthy meals per day, daily guided morning hikes, unlimited fitness classes, healthy life classes and events, personal discovery activities, and cooking demonstrations. This certificate is subject to availability and expires October 31, 2013.

Value: $1,560.00
Minimum Bid: $700.00
Red Mountain Resort, Ivins, UT
1534. **GEORGIA GOLF RETREAT**
From its inception, The Cloister at Sea Island has been defined by legendary elegance. Generations of discriminating guests have returned again and again to this secluded coastal retreat. Experience the personal service, spectacular dining, and signature activities that have made The Cloister an enduring tradition with this two-night stay for two people at The Cloister or The Lodge. Included is one round of golf for two with cart and forecaddie at one of the resorts three championship golf courses: Plantation, Retreat, or the historic Seaside Course, host of the PGA Tour’s McGladrey Classic. Certificate is subject to availability and blackout dates and expires on October 20, 2013.

Value: $1,200.00
Minimum Bid: $550.00
Sea Island Resorts, Sea Island, GA

1535. **PRIVATE SANCTUARY**
Just steps away from Hollywood’s famed Sunset Boulevard, you will find the lavish Sunset Marquis Hotel, one of the world’s best kept secret havens and the semi-official private hotel sanctuary for West Hollywood’s A-list elite. Upon your arrival, you will be greeted with a complimentary bottle of wine and treated to a two-night stay in a marvelous villa with Sunday brunch for two. This certificate expires on October 20, 2013 and is subject to availability.

Value: $1,700.00
Minimum Bid: $800.00
Sunset Marquis Hotel, West Hollywood, CA

1536. **HOLLYWOOD LANDMARK**
The Sunset Tower Hotel combines old world charm with modern convenience. This newly renovated 15-story landmark has served as residences for superstars from Frank Sinatra to Howard Hughes. Enjoy this opportunity to explore the new and old with a two-night stay in a deluxe suite and dinner for two at the Tower Bar Restaurant. This certificate is subject to availability and reservations must be made in advance. The offer expires October 20, 2013.

Value: $1,300.00
Minimum Bid: $600.00
Sunset Tower Hotel, West Hollywood, CA

1537. **QUINTESSENTIALLY AMAZING**
The Taj Campton Place is the quintessential landmark boutique hotel in San Francisco, and has been a sanctuary for worldly travelers for over 100 years. Come experience the ambiance of privacy and warmth with a two-night weekend stay in deluxe accommodations at this legendary hotel. This certificate expires on October 20, 2013 and is subject to availability.

Value: $1,440.00
Minimum Bid: $700.00
Taj Campton Place, San Francisco, CA

1538. **WONDERFUL WATERFRONT**
The Balboa Bay Club & Resort proudly welcomes you into their inviting waterfront surroundings for a fabulous Saturday night stay for two. Sail the pacific blue, enjoy famous beaches, or experience the unsurpassed shopping available in the blocks surrounding this magnificent resort. This certificate expires on April 20, 2013 and is subject to availability.

Value: $445.00
Minimum Bid: $200.00
The Balboa Bay Club & Resort, Newport Beach, CA
1539. **ULTIMATE WEEKEND GETAWAY**
Spend two nights with a guest at the gorgeous Beverly Hills Hotel in a deluxe guestroom. Known as “The Pink Palace,” The Beverly Hills Hotel is the place to see and be seen, to catch glimpses of famous faces, and to revel in splendid luxury. This package also includes breakfast for two. The certificate expires October 20, 2013 and is subject to availability.

*Value: $1,540.00*

*Minimum Bid: $700.00*

**The Beverly Hills Hotel**, Beverly Hills, CA

1540. **HOTEL OF THE STARS**
You and a lucky guest will enjoy a two-night weekend stay in a newly-renovated guest room at the legendary Beverly Hilton. After a day of sunbathing at it’s luxurious pool and shopping on Rodeo Drive during your two-night weekend stay in a deluxe room, you and your guest will enjoy a dinner for two at Trader Vics. This certificate expires on October 20, 2013 and is subject to availability.

*Value: $860.00*

*Minimum Bid: $400.00*

**The Beverly Hilton**, Beverly Hills, CA

1541. **STUNNING SOUTH BEACH**
The Catalina Hotel & Beach Club located in South Beach, Florida offers you this two-night hotel stay in it’s luxurious and stylish beach club. This hotel is much more than just a place to sleep. The Catalina Hotel & Beach Club intertwines scintillating style and harmonious sophistication. This certificate expires May 31, 2013. Blackout dates, holiday time periods, and weekends are excluded.

*Value: $500.00*

*Minimum Bid: $200.00*

**The Catalina Hotel & Beach Club**, Miami Beach, FL

1542. **PALM DESERT**
Let the Inn at Deep Canyon be your home away from home. The Inn is a charming oasis in Palm Desert offering a quiet, secluded, special and very private place designed with your comfort in mind. They offer a two-night stay nestled in scenic beauty. This certificate is valid April 1st - December 14th, and expires on December 14th, 2015.

*Value: $272.00*

*Minimum Bid: $125.00*

**The Inn at Deep Canyon**, Palm Desert, CA

1543. **MANHATTAN LUXURY**
True luxury exists in the Manhattan sky, specifically between floors 53 and 55 where The Palace’s Penthouse Triplex Suites keep a watchful eye over the city. Located in the Towers, these specialty suites encompass three floors, complete with a private elevator, full kitchen, and spacious bedrooms and living areas. Experience a destination that exceeds expectations, never misses a detail, and provides a memorable setting for your two-night weekend stay in the city. This certificate expires on October 20, 2013, excludes the months of September or December, and is subject to availability. This suite can accommodate up to six guests.

*Value: $18,000.00*

*Minimum Bid: $7,500.00*

**The New York Palace**, New York, NY

1544. **BEVERLY HILLS BLISS**
As Hollywood’s most exclusive and sophisticated hotel, with one of Southern California’s best addresses, The Peninsula Beverly Hills resembles a gracious private residence built in the classic Renaissance style. Experience the best of the best with this one night weekend stay for two in a superior room with breakfast included. This certificate is subject to availability and expires October 20, 2013.

*Value: $775.00*

*Minimum Bid: $350.00*

**The Peninsula Beverly Hills**, Beverly Hills, CA
1545. **A DESERT OASIS**

Explore the possibilities with The Phoenician and discover the treasures that await! Arizona’s premier AAA Five Diamond resort is your vacation destination, providing guests and visitors with a luxurious collection of incomparable signature experiences. Join in on their award-winning Afternoon Tea, stroll through their stunning two-acre Cactus Garden, enjoy the complimentary audio Art Tour, showcasing selections from their $25 million collection and test your skills on Arizona’s only sand-island green. Capture the moment, as well as the imagination! This two-night stay is for you and a guest in a Deluxe View Guestroom. The certificate expires on November 1, 2013. Offer is based on availability, not valid on holidays, and subject to blackout dates.

**Value:** $600.00  
**Minimum Bid:** $250.00

The Phoenician, Scottsdale, AZ

1546. **WELLNESS RETREAT**

The Ranch at Live Oak Malibu is a luxury wellness and fitness retreat in the stunning Santa Monica Mountains. The Ranch supports guests through intensive outdoor physical activity, exercise sessions, and a structured nutritional diet of homegrown, fresh organic vegetarian fare. This private retreat allows guests to take a break from their hectic daily schedule and focus on their mind, body and spirit while they cleanse, detoxify and shed unwanted pounds. The “no options” low impact program includes 9-10 hours of exercise daily. Guests will enjoy hiking in the Santa Monica Mountains, yoga, strength training, water aerobics and relaxing massages. The Ranch is generously donating a fabulous one-week stay for one guest. This offer is based on availability.

**Value:** $5,600.00  
**Minimum Bid:** $2,500.00

The Ranch at Live Oak Malibu, Malibu, CA

1547. **ITALIAN SEASIDE VILLAGE**

Experience Pelican Hill’s “Italian Seaside Village” along the coast of Newport Beach with a two-night stay in a luxurious three bedroom, 2,573 square foot villa complete with a private terrace, gourmet kitchen, and around the clock butler service. This package includes daily breakfast for up to four guests. The certificate expires on October 31, 2013 and is subject to availability.

**Value:** $3,740.00  
**Minimum Bid:** $1,500.00

The Resort at Pelican Hill, Newport Coast, CA

1548. **DESERT SPIRIT COMES ALIVE**

With breathtaking views of the Arizona desert combined with the majestic backdrop of the nearby Tortolita Mountain, The Ritz-Carlton, Dove Mountain was recently voted the #1 best hotel in Arizona. Guests will enjoy true Southwestern hospitality along with more than 20 miles of adventure trails winding through spectacular mountain terrain. Spa, golf, and indulging the senses in one of the four restaurants can be yours for two nights in a deluxe accommodation with complimentary breakfast. This certificate is valid until October 20, 2013 and subject to blackout dates and availability.

**Value:** $798.00  
**Minimum Bid:** $300.00

The Ritz-Carlton, Dove Mountain, Marana, AZ
1549. **MAUI, SAY NO MORE!**

Nestled among the lush foliage of rolling hills and a beautiful beachfront, in the midst of a century-old pineapple plantation, The Ritz-Carlton, Kapalua provides a rare opportunity to experience a different view of Hawaii - one that hearkens back to unspoiled landscapes, breathtaking sunsets, and swaying coconut palms. Escape to a distinctly memorable tropical getaway, where world-class service converges with captivating island culture. All this plus white sand beaches, two championship golf courses, a world class spa, and a Jean Michel Cousteau Ambassadors of the Environment program. You will enjoy a four night stay in ocean view accommodations with club level access and five different meal presentations. This certificate is valid through October 20, 2013 and subject to blackout dates and availability.

**Value:** $3,800.00  
**Minimum Bid:** $1,500.00

The Ritz-Carlton, Kapalua, Maui, HI

1552. **ESCAPE TO THE PARADISE COAST**

Featuring dazzling views of the Gulf of Mexico, three miles of pristine beaches, and seven innovative dining experiences, this Florida resort on the beach offers an unforgettable retreat in one of the world's most beautiful locations. Your escape will include gazing at breathtaking sunsets, walking hand in hand on the sandy shore, indulging in the luxurious world-class spa, or relaxing and enjoying the pools and beach activities, including a wide selection of water sports. Escape away to The Ritz-Carlton Naples, and experience two night coastal view accommodations for two. Certificate is valid from May 15 - December 15. Expires December 14, 2014 and not valid over holidays or blackout dates. Subject to availability.

**Value:** $800.00  
**Minimum Bid:** $350.00

The Ritz-Carlton, Naples, Naples, FL
1553. **SOUTH BEACH STYLE**

Experience The Ritz-Carlton, South Beach and discover the chic sophistication of Miami’s most famous beach community. With breathtaking oceanfront views and personalized service, this luxury hotel in Miami offers impeccable accommodations in the heart of South Beach. You will enjoy a two-night stay in a standard city view room based on availability, and subject to certain blackout periods. Located just steps from Miami’s finest shopping, dining and nightlife, The Ritz-Carlton, South Beach provides the perfect destination for an unforgettable South Florida escape. This certificate is valid Sunday through Thursday, not over holiday periods, and is valid until October 31, 2013.

**Value:** $600.00  
**Minimum Bid:** $275.00  

The Ritz-Carlton, South Beach, Miami Beach, FL

1554. **FIVE DIAMOND LUXURY**

Located at 22nd and M Streets in the city’s exclusive West End, this Ritz-Carlton defines its position as the luxury hotel in Washington, D.C. and continues to capture AAA’s “Five Diamond Award” for luxury setting and exceptional service. You and a guest will enjoy a one-night stay in a deluxe room on a Friday or Saturday. This certificate is valid until October 20, 2013.

**Value:** $499.00  
**Minimum Bid:** $200.00  

The Ritz-Carlton, Washington D.C., Washington, DC

1555. **SOUTHERN CHARM**

Located along the pristine shores of Kiawah Island, South Carolina, this exquisitely designed oceanfront hotel, just thirty minutes from downtown Charleston, captures the spirit, history and charm of the beautiful south. Enjoy a relaxing two nights in a garden view room and ten miles of wide, immaculate, ocean beach on which one - or two - might walk or cycle for hours and hours without interruption. The Resort is soothing by day and utterly romantic by night. The beach is complemented by the island’s river, meandering lagoons, and pristine marshlands, and closes each sun washed day safe beneath its own star studded southern sky. This certificate is valid Sunday through Thursday, is subject to availability, is not valid during holidays and special events, and expires October 19, 2013.

**Value:** $700.00  
**Minimum Bid:** $300.00  

The Sanctuary at Kiawah Island Golf Resort, Kiawah Island, SC

1556. **SOUTH BEACH SERENITY**

Arrive at a place that embraces you in its serenity, that whispers with an unmistakable imprint of grace and timelessness that is melding of inspirations and location. The Setai is a serene oceanfront resort located in the heart of South Beach. Treat yourself to three nights in a gorgeous studio suite in the art deco building, including a daily breakfast for two. Offer is based on availability, blackout dates may apply, and expires October 20, 2013.

**Value:** $4,200.00  
**Minimum Bid:** $1,800.00  

The Setai Resort & Residences, South Beach, FL
1557. **ULTIMATE SKI RETREAT IN ASPEN**

Experience the ultimate dream ski vacation at the St. Regis Aspen Resort, nestled among icy mountain streams, shimmering alpine lakes and majestic snow-capped peaks. Your one bedroom suite will come with butler service, dual fireplaces, a large living area, powder room, and a king size St. Regis bed as well as an exquisite marble bath with double vanities, plush robes and luxurious Remède bath amenities. You will also receive $1,000.00 in resort credit, four adult lift tickets for two for access to all four mountains, and three group ski lessons for two at the mountain of your choice. Rated as one of the 10 Best Romantic Hotels in the U.S. by Travel + Leisure, your ski retreat will be an amazing vacation to share with a special someone.

**Value:** $12,000.00

**Minimum Bid:** $5,000.00

The St. Regis Aspen Resort & Aspen Skiing Company, Aspen, CO

1558. **FLORIDA’S GOLD COAST**

The St. Regis Bal Harbour Resort, Miami Beach features a total of 243 elegantly appointed guest accommodations which all include spacious glass-enclosed balconies with floor-to-ceiling panoramic views of the ocean and white sand beaches. Wake in the morning as the gentle breeze of the Atlantic invites you to start your day with this two-night stay in a Deluxe Ocean View Room with breakfast for two. This certificate is subject to availability and blackout dates and expires on October 20, 2013.

**Value:** $5,000.00

**Minimum Bid:** $2,000.00

The St. Regis Bal Harbour, Bal Harbour, FL

1559. **CALIFORNIA’S FINEST**

The St. Regis Monarch Beach, California’s only Forbes Five Star and AAA Five Diamond resort, is located on 172 acres overlooking the Pacific Ocean in Dana Point, offering mesmerizing views that reveal panoramas of boundless tranquility. The resort features the finest luxury amenities and personalized services that you and a guest will enjoy during a luxurious two-night stay with two sixty minute massages in Spa Gaucin, and breakfast. This certificate is subject to availability, includes room, tax and resort fee, excludes gratuity and holiday weekends, and is valid through October 2013.

**Value:** $2,500.00

**Minimum Bid:** $1,150.00

The St. Regis Monarch Beach, Dana Point, CA

1560. **MADISON AVENUE VIEW**

The 975 square foot Madison Suite, which is bathed in bright natural light, overlooks New York’s famous Madison Avenue and 55th St., and incorporates a particularly large living room, separated by a foyer to the bedroom, and two full bathrooms. Enjoy a two-night stay in this famous suite. This certificate is based on availability, may include blackout dates, and expires October 20, 2013.

**Value:** $5,000.00

**Minimum Bid:** $2,000.00

The St. Regis New York, New York, NY
1561. **THE DESCENDANTS**
In honor of our special guest of The Carousel of Hope, George Clooney, and his hit movie *The Descendants*, St. Regis has designed a dream luxury getaway in Hawaii. You and a lucky guest will enjoy a five-night stay in the Premier Presidential Suite including round trip transfers, breakfast for two daily, lunch for two, a private dinner in Kauai Grill, a romantic dinner at Sunset in a private cabana, daily use of a personal Trina Turk Cabana, two rounds of golf, two spa treatments, a private helicopter tour for two, horseback riding and zip line trips for two, and a private Descendants Movie Tour including dinner at Tahiti Nui. Don’t miss out on your chance for this truly unforgettable vacation!

**Value:** $26,000.00  
**Minimum Bid:** $8,000.00  
*The St. Regis Princeville, Princeville, HI*

1562. **VISIT MICKEY AND MINNIE**
Welcome to the place where imagination is the destination. For the young and old, big and small – it’s the happiest place on earth! Come build memories with your family that last a lifetime as you discover the wonder of the Magic Kingdom. When you visit the Disneyland Resort, stories come to life around you, immersing you in tales from some of your favorite Disney stories. Enjoy these one-day park hopper tickets for a family of four and a $100.00 gift card. These certificates expire October 20, 2013.

**Value:** $600.00  
**Minimum Bid:** $250.00  
*The Walt Disney Company, Burbank, CA*

1563. **BEVERLY HILLS GETAWAY**
Thompson Beverly Hills combines old world charm with modern convenience. This newly renovated 15-story landmark has served as residences for superstars from Frank Sinatra to Howard Hughes. Enjoy this opportunity to explore the new and old with a two-night stay in a deluxe suite. This certificate is subject to availability and reservations must be made in advance. This certificate expires October 20, 2013.

**Value:** $2,000.00  
**Minimum Bid:** $850.00  
*Thompson Beverly Hills, Beverly Hills, CA*

1564. **VIVA LAS VEGAS**
Located on the Las Vegas Strip, the all-new Tropicana offers a complete Vegas experience. Start your two-night stay with complimentary limousine transportation from the airport and choose between Biscayne Sea Steak. Wine and Bacio’s by Carla Pellegrino; you will enjoy a complimentary dinner for two at each restaurant during your trip, as well as breakfast at the Beach Café each morning. During your three days, you will be able to attend the Tropicana show and the Mob Attraction as a VIP, and spend a day by the pool in a glamorous Reserved Cabana. When you’re worn out and need a pick-me-up, head over to Glow, a Mandara Spa where you will have a $500 credit for any of it’s services. Don’t miss out on this Vegas trip of a lifetime! This certificate is subject to availability and expires on October 1, 2013. Guests must be at least 21 years of age.

**Value:** $7,000.00  
**Minimum Bid:** $3,000.00  
*Tropicana Las Vegas, Las Vegas, NV*
1565. **THE CITY THAT NEVER SLEEPS**

Experience breathtaking views of Central Park in this newly renovated one bedroom Executive Suite at Trump International Hotel & Tower. For two nights, you will enjoy a luxurious king-size bed and master bath along with a fully equipped kitchen, elegant dining room, and separate living room. This certificate expires on October 31, 2013 and is subject to availability and blackout dates.

**Value:** $5,000.00  
**Minimum Bid:** $2,000.00

*Trump International Hotel & Tower, New York, NY*

1566. **FUN-FILLED DAY**

Find a full day of action-packed entertainment all in one place: Universal Studios Hollywood. With thrilling theme park rides and shows, a real working movie studio and Los Angeles’ best shops, restaurants, and cinemas at City Walk, Universal Studios Hollywood is a unique experience that’s fun for the whole family. A visit to Universal Studios will entertain you like nothing else can. You and three guests are entitled to receive complimentary “front of the line” passes which allows you to have a priority address to all attractions and reserved seating at all of the most popular shows. Reservations must be made at least two weeks prior to your intended first choice of dates. This certificate expires October 31, 2013.

**Value:** $516.00  
**Minimum Bid:** $250.00

*Universal Studios, Inc., Universal City, CA*

1567. **ORLANDO LUXURY**

A world unto its own, the Waldorf Astoria Orlando, nestled in the heart of over 482 pristine acres in Bonnet Creek, is a crown jewel unlike any other. You and a guest will enjoy a two-night stay at this elegant and refined Orlando luxury hotel and dinner for two at Bull & Bear. Delight in the unrivaled accommodations and gracious amenities of this truly stylish Orlando destination - the newest Waldorf Astoria, exceeding all expectations of the legendary pedigree. The hotel is located within the gates of Walt Disney World Resort. This certificate expires October 20, 2013. Reservations are required and are based upon availability.

**Value:** $1,000.00  
**Minimum Bid:** $400.00

*Waldorf Astoria Orlando Bonnet Creek, Orlando, FL*

1568. **LAS VEGAS OPULENCE**

For an unparalleled stay right in the heart of the Strip, choose the sophisticated Wynn Las Vegas. Beautifully designed, this exquisite hotel features spacious, luxurious accommodations paired with every possible convenience – from top-notch entertainment and magnificent restaurants to an extraordinary spa and the quintessential golf course. You and a guest will enjoy a lavish five-night stay in a Parlor Suite, including VIP check-in. This certificate is subject to availability, blackout dates may apply, and expires October 20, 2013.

**Value:** $2,500.00  
**Minimum Bid:** $1,200.00

*Wynn Las Vegas, Las Vegas, NV*
2000. **INNOVATION ON THE COURSE**
Adams Golf provides you with two golf essentials. The Keri Cart bag is lightweight, stylish, and has a very sophisticated look. It is perfect for carrying your new Speedline LP 15° #3 Fairway Wood that has a low-profile designed specifically to produce a higher launch and easy-to-hit performance. The Velocity Slot technology that’s visible across the crown and sole delivers a spring-like effect for more ball speed and increased distance.

**Value:** $435.00  
**Minimum Bid:** $200.00

*Adams Golf, Plano, TX*

2001. **VIP SEATS AT STAPLES**
Catch the live action from the best seats in the house! AEG offers you and 17 of your friends this B-Level Suite at the Staples Center to see the Los Angeles Clippers take on the Golden State Warriors on Saturday, January 5, 2013 at 7:30pm.

**Value:** $2,250.00  
**Minimum Bid:** $1,000.00

*AEG, Los Angeles, CA*

2002. **GO KINGS!**
Cheer on some of hockey’s greatest players with 17 of your friends from a luxury suite at the Staples Center when you take in all the action of the Los Angeles Kings vs. the St. Louis Blues game on Saturday, January 5, 2013 at 1:00 p.m. AEG will give you the best seats in the house – an 18-person B-Level suite.

**Value:** $1,800.00  
**Minimum Bid:** $800.00

*AEG, Los Angeles, CA*

2003. **NHL ALL-STAR TEAM**
Bring home this 2011-2012 team autographed Boston Bruins jersey today. If you are a true Bruins fan, this is the perfect piece of memorabilia to add to your collection.

**Value:** Priceless  
**Minimum Bid:** $250.00

*Boston Bruins, Boston, MA*

2004. **BARRE NONE**
Cardio Barre is a workout that has swept the nation by surprise. With its low-impact and intense strengthening exercises that burn fat and carve muscle, it’s no wonder Cardio Barre is so popular. Your certificate will take you to ten classes that are set to music with rigorous mind-body exercises that strengthen core muscles, improve posture, and increase flexibility. This certificate expires October 20, 2013.

**Value:** $150.00  
**Minimum Bid:** $75.00

*Cardio Barre Beverly Hills, Beverly Hills, CA*

2005. **WORLD CLASS TENNIS**
Four reserved stadium box seats for the entire 2013 BNP Paribas Open (March 6th to 17th, 2013) will allow you and your friends to catch all the excitement of center court or explore the court action, shopping, and numerous dining options at the Indian Wells Tennis Garden. You will witness the world’s best tennis players as they compete in this internationally acclaimed tennis setting for the title championship. The original certificate must be redeemed by January 31, 2013.

**Value:** $7,000.00  
**Minimum Bid:** $2,500.00

*Indian Wells Tennis Garden, Indian Wells, CA*

2006. **GO BEARS!**
Jay Christopher Cutler is an American football starting quarterback for the Chicago Bears of the National Football League. This autographed football is a necessity for any true Bears fan. Don’t miss out on owning this piece of Bears history!

**Value:** Priceless  
**Minimum Bid:** $250.00

*Jay Cutler, Chicago, IL*
2007. **CHILDREN’S DODGER DREAM**

This is an exciting opportunity for one child between the ages of 6-14 to “take the field” before the start of a 2013 Los Angeles Dodgers regular season home game. The child will take the field minutes before game-time to one of the starting positions (excluding pitcher) and receive an autographed baseball from that starting player. This opportunity includes one preferred parking pass and four Lexus Dugout Club seats with access to the exclusive Lexus Dugout Club and Ketel One Lounge for complimentary food and non-alcoholic beverages. This certificate must be redeemed by March 1, 2013.

**Value:** $2,030.00  
**Minimum Bid:** $1,015.00  
**Los Angeles Dodgers, Los Angeles, CA**

---

2008. **MATT KEMP MEMORABILIA**

Matt Kemp is the centerfielder for the Los Angeles Dodgers. He has won many awards, including “Player of the Week” multiple times. Any true Dodgers fan will know that this autographed baseball is a piece of memorabilia that cannot be passed up! Certificate of authenticity included.

**Value:** Priceless  
**Minimum Bid:** 250.00  
**Los Angeles Dodgers, Los Angeles, CA**

---

2009. **DONNIE BASEBALL**

Don Mattingly (nicknamed “Donnie Baseball” and “The Hit Man”) was a star left-handed first baseman for the New York Yankees of the American League from 1982-1995. Don’s Major League career as a player totaled more than 11 years. He is now the Manager for the Los Angeles Dodgers. Don’t miss out on the opportunity to acquire this jersey signed by a baseball legend for your collection!

**Value:** Priceless  
**Minimum Bid:** $250.00  
**Los Angeles Dodgers, Los Angeles, CA**

---

2010. **PRO POINT GUARD**

Take home this Lakers jersey autographed by Steve Blake. Whether you are a loyal Lakers fan, or just a fan of the spectacular game this player delivers, you’re going to love this treasured memento. Don’t hesitate, jump at this opportunity to bring home a winner. A certificate of authenticity is included.

**Value:** Priceless  
**Minimum Bid:** $250.00  
**Los Angeles Lakers, Los Angeles, CA**

---

2011. **ARTEST THE DEFENDER**

Ron Artest gained a reputation as one of the league’s premier defenders when he won the NBA Defensive Player of the Year award in 2004. Now is your chance to take home this Los Angeles Lakers jersey autographed by Ron Artest. A certificate of authenticity is included.

**Value:** Priceless  
**Minimum Bid:** $250.00  
**Los Angeles Lakers, Los Angeles, CA**

---

2012. **GREAT GASOL**

The first Spanish player to ever play in an All-Star NBA game, Pau Gasol, #16 of the Lakers, was ranked among Western Conference forwards in the top ten in points, rebounds, assists, and blocked shots. With the right stats, any Lakers fan should scoop up these autographed pieces of memorabilia. Certificates of authenticity are included.

A) Autographed Basketball

**Value:** Priceless  
**Minimum Bid:** $250.00  
**Los Angeles Lakers, Los Angeles, CA**

B) Autographed Jersey (2013)

**Value:** Priceless  
**Minimum Bid:** $250.00  
**Los Angeles Lakers, Los Angeles, CA**
2014. **GRAND BYNUM**
Los Angeles Lakers’ Andrew Bynum offers this fantastic autographed jersey. Seven-foot tall Bynum is #17 on the team and an extraordinary athlete. This is a great opportunity for any Lakers fan. Certificates of authenticity are included.

**Value:** Priceless  
**Minimum Bid:** $250.00

Los Angeles Lakers, Los Angeles, CA

2015. **OWN A PIECE OF ODOM**
With his amazing on-the-court skills, towering height, surprising quickness, and sheer strength, Lamar Odom is a force to be reckoned with on the hard-court. As a strong and smart player, Odom has enraptured basketball fans across the nation. Don’t miss out on your chance to pick up this piece of memorabilia - a signed basketball from Odom’s time with the Lakers. A certificate of authenticity is included.

**Value:** Priceless  
**Minimum Bid:** $250.00

Los Angeles Lakers, Los Angeles, CA

2016. **KOBE, MVP**
Don’t miss an opportunity to own a piece of basketball history – a Kobe Bryant autographed basketball. One of the most amazing players to ever grace the hard-court, and a beloved Los Angeles Laker, this item is sure to be the highlight of your sports collection. A certificate of authenticity is included.

**Value:** Priceless  
**Minimum Bid:** $250.00

Los Angeles Lakers, Los Angeles, CA

2017. **LAKERS EXPERIENCE**
Witness the action live with these four top priced non-floor seats to the Los Angeles Lakers vs the Golden State Warriors game on Friday, November 9 at 7:30 p.m. If you are a devoted Lakers fan, you won’t want to miss out on this opportunity.

**Value:** $1,200.00  
**Minimum Bid:** $500.00

Los Angeles Lakers, Los Angeles, CA

2018. **MERCEDES COUTURE**
One of the world’s greatest auto makers, Mercedes-Benz has been a leader in automotive design for more than a century - its cars stand at the pinnacle of beauty, luxury, and technological innovation and so do these unique golf attires for men and women!

A) Men’s Golf Attire: Nike Extreme Sport IV Carry Bag; Mercedes-Benz Logo’d Golf Balls by Nike; Nike Golf Pouch; Nike Dri-Fit Visor in Navy; Mercedes-Benz Golf Towels (2).

**Value:** $600.00  
**Minimum Bid:** $275.00

B) Women’s Golf Attire: Nike Vapor X Carry Bag; Golf Towels (2); Nike Golf Pouch; Mercedes-Benz Golf Hats in Pink (2); Pack of Mercedes-Benz Logo’d Golf Balls. (2019)

**Value:** $500.00  
**Minimum Bid:** $275.00

Mercedes-Benz Dealers of Southern California, Irvine, CA

2020. **HOLE IN ONE**
Enjoy two rounds of golf (with cart) at Northern California’s hub of outdoor recreation and leisure, Mount Shasta Resort. Tucked away in the forest overlooking Lake Siskiyou, this resort has a private and luxurious atmosphere you’re sure to love.

**Value:** $120.00  
**Minimum Bid:** $60.00

Mount Shasta Resort, Mount Shasta, CA

2021. **NHL ALL-STAR PERRY**
Any Anaheim Ducks fan is sure to love this autographed NHL jersey signed by Corey Perry. As a winner of the Hart Trophy, the oldest and most prestigious individual award given in hockey, Perry has definitely made his mark. Don’t miss out on this great find!

**Value:** Priceless  
**Minimum Bid:** $250.00

National Hockey League, New York, NY
2022.  IPOD ACCESSORIES
Rip down your favorite bike trail or ski run with your ears full of your favorite music. Tooks brings you the newest in rockin’ headwear featuring integrated removable headphones. Whether you’re out walking, jogging, biking, or snowriding, Tooks makes the perfect companion to your iPod or your favorite mp3 player. This package includes two cool and comfortable beanies and two headbands.

Value: $120.00
Minimum Bid: $60.00

Tooks, Louisville, CO

2023.  D-E-R-E-K!
Derek Jeter has been an outstanding player in the major leagues since his rookie season. He helped the New York Yankees with World Series wins in 1998, 1999, and 2000. In 2000, Jeter was named Most Valuable Player in the World Series and the All-Star Game. He also received Gold Glove Awards in 2004 and in 2005 for his performance on the field. As a consistently strong athlete, he has earned the respect and admiration of coaches, sports commentators, peers, and fans. Now is your chance to take home this signed photo from Jeter. A Certificate of authenticity is included.

Value: $600.00
Minimum Bid: $250.00

Turn 2 Foundation, New York, NY
luxury
MIND YOUR MANNERS
Lisa Gaché of Beverly Hills Manners is pleased to offer two hours of private etiquette instruction. Enjoy a one-on-one session with the founder of the company learning invaluable live tools. Whether your interest is to refine your social manners, business etiquette, or both, this educational and entertaining session is guaranteed to provide you with increased confidence in all of your endeavors. Instruction includes a thorough review of table manners and dining skills while participating in a multi-course lunch or dinner. Food and beverage costs are additional and will be handled directly with the restaurant.

Value: $500.00
Minimum Bid: $200.00

EXCELLENT EVENT
BlowOut: Event Planning and Production is an innovative full-service boutique event planning and design firm committed to bringing life and energy to individuals’ customized engagements. It offers comprehensive planning, event design and styling, floral design, and custom event installations. Let them help you plan your next party and your guests will be sure to have a great time. BlowOut offers a complimentary initial consultation and budget preparation, along with 10% off their flat fee rate.

Value: $400.00
Minimum Bid: $200.00

PUPPY LOVE
These two puppies can’t wait for you to take them home! They are of the gentle, intelligent, and family-friendly Labrador Retriever breed, and registered with the American Kennel Club as sixth generation pedigrees. They are up to date on their shots, have been wormed three times, and are eating solid foods. Will one of them be your new best friend?

Value: $700.00
Minimum Bid: $400.00

PICTURE YOUR HEART
Keep your health in check by using one of these gift certificates at the S. Mark Taper Foundation Imaging Center for a coronary calcium scan. In ten seconds, they can see the arteries of the heart and check to see if there is any calcium build-up. This is the earliest noninvasive detection of heart disease. These certificates expire on October 31, 2013 and appointments must be made in advance.

Value: $185.00
Minimum Bid: $60.00

CLASSIC RENTALS
Every event is a big event at Classic Party Rentals. Whether it is the Academy Awards or a wedding celebration, Classic Party Rentals is focused on providing everything you need, anywhere you need it. As the nation’s leading full-service event rental company, they've got you covered from tent top to tabletop. Use this $500.00 gift certificate for your next party. This certificate is valid for rentals on china, flatware, glassware, linen, tables, and chairs. This certificate is not valid for tenting or labor and cannot be used in September or December. The certificate expires on October 31, 2013.

Value: $500.00
Minimum Bid: $250.00
3007. **YOU’RE NEXT**

Here is an opportunity to give that future fashion designer and modeling enthusiast the summer experience of a lifetime. Faith Kates of Next Models is offering a two-week internship for talented young fashion connoisseurs. Your son or daughter, at least 17 years of age, will gain hands-on experience in the fashion and modeling industries at one of the world’s most respected agencies. This is a non-paying opportunity, and all housing and expenses are the responsibility of the intern. This internship can be at Next Models in Los Angeles or New York and expires October 20, 2013.

**Value:** Priceless  
**Minimum Bid:** $250.00  

Faith Kates-Kogan, New York, NY

3008. **PAMPERED POOCH**

Everyone likes to be pampered, even your pooch. Fifi & Romeo is the premier Los Angeles pet boutique designed to spoil your pet from head to paws. This luxurious handmade pet blanket is crafted from 100% recycled cashmere and designed and created exclusively by Fifi & Romeo.

**Value:** $200.00  
**Minimum Bid:** $100.00  

Fifi & Romeo, Los Angeles, CA

3009. **LUXURY SECRET SERVICE**

Named “Best Secret Service” by New York Magazine, Garde Robe is Southern California’s first and only luxury wardrobe storage and Cyber Closet service for fashion devotees with impeccable wardrobe collections. Garde Robe provides museum-quality archiving for costumes, vintage, and couture pieces. They also provide climate-controlled storage for your off-season and/or infrequently worn clothing, freeing up much-needed closet space year round. Try out their services with this one-year membership.

**Value:** $4,200.00  
**Minimum Bid:** $1,500.00  

Garde Robe, San Diego, CA

3010. **CLOSET GURU**

As a stylist and costumer, Hope Grossman has spent over 25 years making everyone on camera look and feel good. When she applied her skills to the closets of a few close friends, she realized she could make a whole new wardrobe using clothes already owned or forgotten about. Let Hope make the clothes you have work for you and the life you live with this certificate for a two hour consultation.

**Value:** Priceless  
**Minimum Bid:** $50.00  

Hanging with Hope, Los Angeles, CA

3011. **SPEEDWAY THRILL**

Join the thousands of other thrill seekers who have fulfilled their dreams through the LA Racing experience! Use these three Adventure 20 VIP Race Passes for an exciting and challenging ride, leaving you with unforgettable memories and a grin that lasts for days. Each pass requires an $89.00 mandatory insurance fee to be paid on the day of the race and expires on October 20, 2013.

**Value:** $1,197.00  
**Minimum Bid:** $500.00  

LA Racing, Irwindale, CA

3012. **MAGNIFICENT MARK’S GARDEN**

Enhance the décor of your next glorious soiree or ladies luncheon with a breathtaking floral arrangement designed to complement your personal style by Los Angeles’ prized Mark’s Garden. Here, floral arrangements for the most celebrated weddings and parties in the country have been created, and now you may use this $300.00 gift certificate for stunning floral creations for your own special occasion. Mark’s Garden’s gorgeous designs will add elegance and panache to any event you deem worthy.

**Value:** $300.00  
**Minimum Bid:** $150.00  

Mark’s Garden, Sherman Oaks, CA
3013. **TAILGATE PARTY**
Mercedes-Benz has long been one of the leaders in automobile production. Their expertise in creating luxurious cars has been expanded to include other luxury items, including this Mercedes-Benz Tailgate Party set-up. Included is a complete seven-piece BBQ set, an Adirondack Wine Holder, a Market Basket, two Mercedes-Benz beach towels, a lunch cooler tote, a Coleman 54 qt. Steel Belted cooler, and two foldable chairs.

**Value:** $800.00  
**Minimum Bid:** $350.00

*Mercedes-Benz Dealers of Southern California, CA*

3014. **SAFETY FIRST**
Mercedes-Benz, the auto maker that introduced many of the most important safety features used in passenger cars today, has begun a new phase in safety: teaching teen drivers to become safe drivers. The Mercedes-Benz Driving Academy Integrated Program includes: 10 hours of driver education (15 hours of online modules, 5 interactive classroom sessions, a distracted driving range on a closed course, and a hands-on car care and vehicle safety workshop), a total of 16 hours of behind-the-wheel training including night and freeway driving, and a certification for your teen to earn their learner’s permit and driver’s license.

**Value:** $1,390.00  
**Minimum Bid:** $600.00

*Mercedes-Benz Driving Academy, Los Angeles, CA*

3015. **HOLLYWOOD PARTY**
To ensure that every detail of your next party is organized to perfection, let the talents of Mindy Weiss Party Consultants shine through. This amazing party planner to the stars will provide you with 10 hours of specialized party planning, promising an extraordinary evening. This certificate expires October 20, 2013.

**Value:** $5,000.00  
**Minimum Bid:** $2,500.00

*Mindy Weiss Party Consultants, Beverly Hills, CA*

3016. **NEWHARTS WITH BIG HEARTS**
You’ve seen him on TV and now you can own his TV. Experience brilliant Full HD 1080p picture quality and lifelike movement with Motionflow XR 240 with this SONY KDL55EX640 Smart LED 55” Television. The bright picture and thin design with Edge LED backlight make this an excellent edition to any home.

**Value:** $1,500.00

*Mr. & Mrs. Bob Newhart, Los Angeles, CA*

3017. **FLYING HIGH**
Soar high with the new AR Drone 2.0, Parrot’s next generation quadricopter. Thanks to its intuitive smartphone and tablet control, you’ll never be closer to flying as you view the earth from high above in high definition and directly share your experience online with the world.

**Value:** $300.00

*Parrot, Southfield, MI*

3018. **AUTOMOTIVE HISTORY**
Take a journey through one of mankind’s greatest achievements… the automobile. Explore the evolution of the automobile and its impact on our culture with these four complimentary museum passes to Petersen Automotive Museum. Experience the last 100 years of automotive history and there you will find new things to discover about the automotive world. These passes expire October 20, 2013 and are not valid for special events.

A) **Four Passes #1**

**Value:** $88.00

**Minimum Bid:** $40.00

B) **Four Passes #2 (3019)**

**Value:** $88.00

**Minimum Bid:** $40.00

*Petersen Automotive Museum, Los Angeles, CA*
3020. **AN AFFAIR TO REMEMBER**
Take the stress out of planning your next event and use this certificate for a full consultation and $1,000.00 toward professional event planning services from Pryor Events. Julie Pryor has been coordinating events in Southern California for sixteen years and has been featured in InStyle, People, Town & Country and more. This certificate expires October 31, 2013.

**Value:** $1,000.00  
**Minimum Bid:** $500.00

*Pryor Events by Julie Pryor, Los Angeles, CA*

3021. **LUXURY LUGGAGE**
Rimowa luggage has been accompanying people around the world for over one hundred years. With great importance placed on perfect craftsmanship and precise production, you’ll be completely satisfied with this stylish two-piece luggage set.

**Value:** $2,780.00  
**Minimum Bid:** $1,250.00

*Rimowa, Cambridge, ON*

3022. **LIFETIME EXPERIENCE**
Prepare for the experience of a lifetime with this tandem skydiving package which starts off with a training class. After training is complete, you will then board a plane and start your ascent. When the plane reaches altitude, you will harness to your instructor and prepare for free fall. You will experience an amazing 40-60 second free fall and a 5-7 minute canopy ride back down to the ground. Winner should make scheduling requests at least 30 days in advance, and must be at least 18 years of age. This certificate expires October 20, 2013.

**Value:** $199.00  
**Minimum Bid:** $100.00

*Skydive Santa Barbara, LLC, Lompoc, CA*

3023. **PACK YOUR BAGS**
Stephanie Johnson is a favorite to the stars when it comes to travel and cosmetic cases. It isn’t enough to give you stylish options for carrying your favorite things; Stephanie’s philosophy is to give you beautiful utility in every part of your life. Take home the complete Palm Desert Orange collection today.

**Value:** $325.00  
**Minimum Bid:** $150.00

*Stephanie Johnson, Venice, CA*

3024. **BUZZWORTHY ACCENT**
Renowned designer Philip Kiluk Philip creates one-of-a-kind treasures crafted from imported stones, vintage jewels and a touch of magic. Private collectors include the Herbst Families, Celine Dion, Elton John, Lionel Richie, Anastasia, Lee Rocker, and Ivana Trump. Tonight you can add yourself to that distinguished list by taking home this beautiful bee magnifying glass handmade with Swarovski crystals and pearls.

**Value:** $1,840.00  
**Minimum Bid:** $600.00

*The Malibu Colony Company, Malibu, CA*

3025. **TRAVEL WITH TUMI**
Tegra-Lite is Tumi’s lightest, strongest luggage collection made from Tegris, a virtually indestructible material found in NFL gear and NASCAR race cars. Stamford Weekender is from Tumi’s premium Bedford collection featuring a textured, coated canvas in earl grey with rich, leather trim detailing. Take this luggage on your next trip and protect your items in style.

**Value:** $1,500.00  
**Minimum Bid:** $650.00

*Tumi, New York, NY*
3500. **LOOKING GOOD LONGER**
Betty Guy-Wills has been a beauty consultant to “The Rich and Famous,” Royal Families, Trend Setters, and V.I.P’s for over a decade. She is a World-Class Beauty Consultant, specializing in anti-aging and age-subtracting and offers to you a one time two-and-a-half hour session and a retail size skin care product, specific to you. Learn her tips and tricks and walk out looking years younger!

*Value: $600.00*
*Minimum Bid: $200.00*

Betty Guy-Wills, Beverly Hills, CA

3501. **THE STROM VISION**
Bobby Strom is one of the top celebrity trainers in the country and has an extensive client list including Ryan Reynolds, Scarlett Johansson, Britney Spears, and many more. Use these five one-hour personal training sessions with Bobby in Los Angeles to get the results you want. After your hard work, treat yourself to a 90-minute in-home massage therapy session with Alicia Strom, one of Hollywood’s best massage therapists. In-home massage must take place within a 10 mile radius of Beverly Hills.

*Value: $860.00*
*Minimum Bid: $430.00*

Bobby Strom Fitness, Los Angeles, CA

3502. **CELEBRITY HAIR GURU**
With Chaz Dean Studio’s no bleach, no harsh chemicals, and no harmful detergent shampoo approach, your hair will be thanking your for the gentle treatment. This gift basket from WEN by Chaz Dean includes: 32 oz. cleansing conditioners in sweet almond mint, tea tree, fig, lavender and the new 613 Daily Cleansing Treatment; 16 oz. cleansing conditions from the limited edition seasonal line in fall ginger pumpkin, winter vanilla mint, gardenia green tea, and summer mango coconut; cucumber aloe styling crème; lavender volumizing treatment spray, 613 replenishing treatment mist; pomegranate rosemary treatment oil, pomegranate finishing treatment crème, and a sweet almond mint nourishing mousse; and finally, a gift certificate for a hair makeover.

*Value: $1,750.00*
*Minimum Bid: $875.00*

Chaz Dean, Hollywood, CA

3503. **RADIANT BEAUTY**
After twenty-six years, Cristophe Salon still remains one of the most popular salons in Beverly Hills. Allow these experts to transform your appearance into something exceptional with this certificate for makeup application, a haircut, and a base color. This certificate is non-transferable and is not valid for Saturday appointments.

*Value: $850.00*
*Minimum Bid: $425.00*

Cristophe Salon, Beverly Hills, CA

3504. **YOUTHFUL BEAUTY**
Bringing over twenty years of experience into his practice, Dr. Lawrence M. Koplin has created an office where innovation, individualized attention, creativity and superb surgical skills combine to provide the very best environment for plastic surgery in Southern California. He offers you this certificate for 20 units of Botox injections.

*Value: $450.00*
*Minimum Bid: $225.00*

Dr. Lawrence Koplin, Beverly Hills, CA

3505. **PEARLY WHITES**
You’ll have the brightest smile imaginable with the help of Dr. Robert T. Kimura. Dr. Kimura offers an oral examination, X-rays and prophylaxis in the comfort of his modern dental practice. Following your cleaning, you’ll receive a take home bleaching kit for a fabulous white smile.

*Value: $975.00*
*Minimum Bid: $300.00*

Dr. Robert T. Kimura, D.M.D, Inc., Los Angeles, CA
3506. **ROCK STAR MASSAGE**
Therapists begin with the “Extremity Remedy” washing and massaging your feet and hands with dead sea salts and lavender oil. From there you will experience the award winning “One Hour El León Custom Massage.” A wide variety of techniques and styles are combined to create the perfect massage for your body and spirit’s needs. You will finish with “The Facelift,” a wonderful half hour massage concentrated on the head, neck, and face. They top it off with an organic hydrating mask that will leave your skin feeling rejuvenated.

*Value:* $215.00
*Minimum Bid:* $100.00

**El León Spa, Los Angeles, CA**

3507. **BELIEVE IN BEAUTY**
At Eufora International they strive to create products that not only provide performance, but maintain a high level of integrity with unique ingredients and performance benefits above all. Take home the complete beautifying elixir set and your hair will thank you.

*Value:* $308.00
*Minimum Bid:* $125.00

**Eufora International, Vista, CA**

3508. **FRESH FOR YOU**
FreshDining is a highly customized, gourmet, calorie controlled meal program made with the finest ingredients available. Whether your goal is to lose weight or maintain a healthy lifestyle, Freshology’s delicious daily delivered meals will help you to look and feel your best. This certificate is valid for Freshology’s one month meal plan including 30 days of Fresh Delivery and expires on October 20, 2013.

*Value:* $1,725.00
*Minimum Bid:* $800.00

**Freshology by Todd DeMann, Burbank, CA**

3509. **HOLLYWOOD HAIR**
The Jim Wayne Salon boasts many talented hair stylists that cater to the stars of Beverly Hills. Get glammed up with this gift certificate that includes one single process of color and one haircut. This certificate is valid for new clients only and is not valid for Saturday appointments or for products.

*Value:* $220.00
*Minimum Bid:* $100.00

**Jim Wayne Salon, Beverly Hills, CA**

3510. **HAIR MASTERMIND**
While he has studiously avoided creating anything that could be called a “signature cut,” John Barrett strives to give all his clients the same thing: a clean, warm, modern look that melds the glamour and grace of uptown with the youth and vitality of downtown. Use this $500.00 gift certificate to attain the look you want from one of the experts.

*Value:* $500.00
*Minimum Bid:* $250.00

**John Barrett Salon, New York, NY**

3511. **JOSÉ’S TREAT**
Let one of the most recognized hairstylists in the world transform your hair into something amazing. This package includes a consultation and haircut by José Eber himself, color application by a master in the craft, expert makeup application, and the ultimate manicure, pedicure, and waxing services. The winning bidder will also receive a selection of José’s favorite products and styling tools to ensure the maintenance of their new look.

*Value:* $4,000.00
*Minimum Bid:* $1,500.00

**José Eber, Beverly Hills, CA**
3512.  
**NO SWEAT**

The experts at Grossman Dermatology offer this gift certificate for a complimentary Cosmetic consultation and MiraDry Treatment. MiraDry is a quick noninvasive procedure that provides a lasting solution for excessive underarm sweating. You will typically see results after just one procedure. This certificate expires on October 20, 2013 and must be presented at the time of the appointment. If you cancel the appointment within less than 48 hours, you will forfeit the gift certificate.

**Value:** $4,000.00  
**Minimum Bid:** $1,500.00

Karyn Grossman, MD, Santa Monica, CA

3513.  
**YOUTHFUL GLORY**

Belladonna Face and Body Clinic is a highly respected European skincare salon located in the heart of Beverly Hills. At this oasis in the big city, Mihaela Corcoz and her highly experienced team of aestheticians will bring your skin back to life with treatments and services catering to all skin types. When you use this gift certificate for a signature European facial, you will walk out looking your best. This certificate expires October 20, 2013.

** Value:** $200.00  
**Minimum Bid:** $100.00

Mihaela Corcoz of Belladonna Face and Body Clinic, Beverly Hills, CA

3514.  
**FRESH FACIAL**

Octavia Ellington is known for her popular skincare treatments that blend facials with massage. She is also known for the celebrity clientele who flock to her for non-surgical, uplifting facials and body wraps. She offers you one of her fabulous deep pore facial treatments. This certificate is for new clients only, not redeemable for product, and is valid until December 31, 2012.

**Value:** $200.00  
**Minimum Bid:** $100.00

Octavia Derma Therapy, Beverly Hills, CA

3515.  
**PAMPER YOUR NAILS**

A family-owned company committed to the highest quality products and to its customers’ well-being, OPI has long been a leader in the community and within the professional beauty industry. Quite simply, they are dedicated to excellence. Enjoy this bountiful basket of OPI products that has everything you need to pamper your nails.

**Value:** $260.00  
**Minimum Bid:** $100.00

OPI Products, INC., North Hollywood, CA

3516.  
**YOUTHFUL SKIN**

The Reclaim® system helps keep your skin looking healthy and beautiful with an age-fighting system so powerful you’ll see results you didn’t think were possible. Take home this gift basket containing the entire remarkable Reclaim® anti-aging skin care system designed by Victoria Principal to help rejuvenate your skin.

**Value:** $1,200.00  
**Minimum Bid:** $500.00

Principal Secret, Santa Monica, CA

3517.  
**EXTREMITY REMEDY**

The skilled therapists at The Raven Spa start with their “Extremity Remedy” washing and massaging your feet and hands, then treat you to their award winning “One Hour Traditional Thai massage.” This rigorous yet relaxing massage is finished with “The Facelift,” a wonderful half-hour massage on the head, neck, and face. Topping off the entire experience is an organic mask made on-site to leave you feeling like, well, ...a Rock Star.

**Value:** $185.00  
**Minimum Bid:** $92.00

The Raven Spa, Los Angeles, CA
3518. **DANCE CLASS PARTY**

S Factor is a fitness technique that teaches women the language of their bodies through fluid feminine movement. Infused with yoga, ballet, Pilates, striptease, and pole dancing, the S Factor Workout is a copyrighted sequence of movements that holds court in the realm of true feminine empowerment of the body, mind, heart and soul. This certificate is good for a two-hour rapturous S Factor workout for a group of ten ladies. Take your closest friends to this fun workout that has been featured on Oprah, The Martha Stewart Show, The Ellen DeGeneres Show, 20/20, 48 Hours, The View, Late Night With Conan O’Brien, and The Tonight Show with Jay Leno, as well as in magazines including US Weekly, People and In Touch.

**Value:** $550.00  
**Minimum Bid:** $250.00

Sheila Kelle S Factor, Los Angeles, CA

3519. **ICELANDIC**

Pamper yourself with this luxurious gift set from skyn ICELAND. Skyn ICELAND products are specifically formulated to treat the effects of stress on facial skin using pure and potent natural ingredients from Iceland. Their high performance formulas bring skin back into balance and restore healthy, glowing, younger looking skin without the use of harsh chemicals.

**Value:** $200.00  
**Minimum Bid:** $100.00

Skyn Iceland, New York, NY

3520. **BELLEZZA SALON PAMPERING**

It’s only natural that Bellezza Salon is synonymous with the Italian word for beauty - and Beverly Hills. The full-service red hot salon turning heads in Beverly Hills is an retro-chic epicenter satisfying extravagant beauty appetites for ladies and gentlemen. Pamper yourself with this gift certificate for a manicure, pedicure, and hair services at Bellezza Salon located in The Beverly Hilton.

**Value:** $200.00  
**Minimum Bid:** $100.00

Tami Kudo, Beverly Hills, CA

3521. **NATURAL REGENERATION**

The Organic Pharmacy specializes in formulating and creating organic skin care. Enjoy it’s Signature Rose Crystal Lymphatic Facial and experience total regeneration with it’s natural products including a Carrot Butter Cleanser, Flower Petal exfoliation, and masks made of Seaweed, and Honey, and Jasmine.

**Value:** $190.00  
**Minimum Bid:** $90.00

The Organic Pharmacy, Beverly Hills, CA
Children's Menagerie
4000. CHIC DIAPER BAG
No detail has been overlooked in 2 Red Hens’ exquisite limited edition diaper bags. Made with silk and recycled leather clothing, these original one of a kind bags are handmade in Denver from a custom Lori Holliday design. A vintage nod to a modern essential, these bags are feisty and functional and can double as a smart overnight bag once its days of toting baby supplies are complete. Founded by designer Lori Holliday, 2 Red Hens offers a distinctive collection of one-of-a-kind, repurposed fashions for him, her, baby and home. In addition to diaper bags the 2 Red Hens collection includes shopping cart covers, the Toy Nanny, and accessory items.

**Value:** $250.00  
**Minimum Bid:** $100.00  
2 Red Hens, Alpharetta, GA

4002. SMOOTH STROLLING
Babyhome’s Emotion stroller is designed for parents who seek an affordable, lightweight stroller without having to sacrifice the latest design trends and functionality. Emotion is one of the lightest full featured strollers available on the market. The stroller comes complete with a mosquito net and rain shield. Features include a Lightweight aluminum frame, large shopping basket, simple and compact “book folding” system, exceptional maneuverability, adjustable seat and footrest, and large waterproof canopy. Based in Barcelona, Spain, Babyhome offers a dynamic collection of award-winning, high quality, stylish, and affordable child care products.

**Value:** $299.00  
**Minimum Bid:** $125.00  
Babyhome, Alpharetta, GA

4001. MADE FOR BABY
aden + anais® was founded by a mother dedicated to bringing the absolute best products to mothers and infants around the world. They offer to you a collection of their best items. The serenity star™ is a multi-tasking must for every nursery that combines a feeding diary, sound machine, room temperature indicator, night light, and clock - all in one. The super star scout swaddles, a must-have because of their breathability and generous size, are made of 100% cotton muslin and work wonders as a swaddle, stroller cover, burp cloth, change pad cover, and more. Lastly, the mum + bub™ collection, a naturally-derived, paw paw fruit infused skin care line that’s gentle enough for baby yet sophisticated enough for you.

**Value:** $215.00  
**Minimum Bid:** $100.00  
aden + anais®, Brooklyn, NY

4003. SWEET DREAMS
The Babyhome Dream is an extremely lightweight cot for baby with an aluminum frame that is easy to assemble/disassemble. Its innovative adjustable leg system allows, with the simple click of a button, to change the leg position from stationary to a rocker to wheels that allow Dream to be easily moved around the house. The fabric can be removed from the aluminum frame and washed. Dream comes with a high-density foam mattress that prevents the baby from getting caught between the edge of the mattress and side of the cot and a honeycomb structured mattress pad that is safe and breathable. Dream also includes a travel bag. Suitable for ages 0-6 months and up to 55 lbs.

**Value:** $299.00  
**Minimum Bid:** $125.00  
Babyhome, Alpharetta, GA

4004. SOFT AND CUDDLY
Blabla is a child’s word that describes a contemporary collection of dolls, apparel, and accessories created by French designer Florence Wetterwald and hand-knit by Peruvian artisans. Take home these four dolls today! Georgia, Claire, Ulysse, and Albert will brighten the day of any child.

**Value:** $208.00  
**Minimum Bid:** $100.00  
blablakids, Atlanta, GA
4005. **SUPERIOR BABY PRODUCTS**

This fabulous gift basket from Kushies includes everything you need for baby… wash cloths, bibs, socks, receiving blankets, assorted layette items, and one of Kushies award-winning toys. Kushies® creates and provides an innovative collection of quality baby products and accessories. Trusted by moms since 1987, Kushies offers more than 350 superior baby products including stylish layette and playwear, washable diapers, the Kushies Zolo toy collection, and a broad range of baby essentials. The worldwide market leader in reusable cloth diapers and accessories, Kushies takes great pride in operating as a responsible company and as an environmentally concerned member of our planet.

**Value:** $200.00  
**Minimum Bid:** $100.00

Kushies Baby, Alpharetta, GA

4006. **BABY COUTURE**

This fabulous and fun baby couture basket includes: a chic Paulina Quintana leather hobo diaper bag, gorgeous tiger wooden book ends by Wolfum, four soft and sweet muslin swaddle blankets by aden + anais, an elegant and classic first tooth and curl box set by Elegant Baby, a colorful mobile by Flensted, two adorable onses, kids' Biosilk shampoo and conditioner, imaginative and fun squirtie bath toys, a super soft baby blanket by Cuskiboo, a bright, fun kids place mat by Emily Wagner, a lullaby CD, fun book, and lastly, a fabulous giraffe rocking horse. To top it all off, La La Ling has generously included a $100 gift certificate to their amazing store.

**Value:** $1,200.00  
**Minimum Bid:** $500.00

La La Ling, Los Angeles, CA

4007. **LAND OF ADVENTURE**

Come see LEGOLAND California and SEA LIFE Aquarium or LEGOLAND Water Park, amazing properties geared specifically towards your youngsters. They will love exploring this world made entirely of LEGO blocks and filled with education and adventure! These vouchers for a free child's ticket with the purchase of an adult ticket will make for an unforgettable day.

**Value:** $285.00  
**Minimum Bid:** $100.00

Legoland, Carlsbad, CA

4008. **BUNDLE OF TOYS**

Play is not only fun, it's essential to a child's cognitive, emotional, and social development. Manhattan Toy's design process blends science and whimsy to produce toys that offer children a rich array of visual and tactile stimulation and unlimited opportunities for imaginative exploration. Manhattan Toy Company is the home of the popular Groovy Girls and Dr. Seuss. Take home this bountiful gift basket for your favorite little one. Build-A-Bear Workshop is the only retail store that offers an interactive process. Take home this furry friend today and use the “Club Cash” vouchers to pick out the perfect outfit and accessories. Your child will be thrilled to meet their new friend!

**Value:** $312.00  
**Minimum Bid:** $150.00

Manhattan Toy Company,  
Minneapolis, MN

Build-A-Bear Workshop,  
St. Louis, MO
4009. **PLUSH BLANKETS**
These three blankets are made with super soft, luxuriously minky fabric and trimmed with satin piping. Me Too You’s Plush Blanket is the very definition of what a snuggly blanket should be. It is the perfect gift for the parents-to-be and sure to be a classic addition to any nursery. But here’s the best part: With every Me Two You baby blanket that you buy, the company gives another blanket to an orphaned child. Help those babies and children in need while giving the babies in your life a luxurious gift. Proudly made in Boston, MA.

**Value:** $216.00  
**Minimum Bid:** $110.00

*Me Two You, Medfield, MA*

4010. **MY FIRST MERCEDES-BENZ**
Designed for younger drivers, these popular one seaters give children the excitement of driving their own roadster. For kids with fast feet but too young to have a driver’s license - one of these Mercedes is for you!

A) SLS AMG Kids Push Car

**Value:** $127.00  
**Minimum Bid:** $60.00

B) 300 SL Gullwing Pedal Car (4011)

**Value:** $370.00  
**Minimum Bid:** $185.00

*Mercedes-Benz Dealers of Southern California, CA*

4011. **BABY STEPS**
Exceptional quality, unsurpassed comfort, and distinctive styling have made Pediped one of the fastest growing footwear brands in the U.S. Pediped originals feature soft cushioned leather soles and soft flexible leather uppers. Not only stylish, Pediped footwear is actually beneficial for Children’s developing feet. Use this $200.00 gift certificate for any Pediped footwear on their website. Visit [www.pediped.com](http://www.pediped.com).

**Value:** $200.00  
**Minimum Bid:** $100.00

*Pediped Footwear, Alpharetta, GA*

4013. **SECURE COMFORT**
The Stokke® Xplory® fits around your baby, from top to bottom, with every inch designed to enhance the experience of moving through the world, and gently embracing your baby while he or she is doing just that. Ensuring safety and ease of movement no matter how tall or small your child is, the Stokke® Xplory® enables comfortable and secure movement.

**Value:** $1,100.00  
**Minimum Bid:** $550.00

*Stokke LLC of Norway, Stamford, CT*

4014. **STROLL WITH STYLE**
From day one through the toddler years, to a second and third child, the VISTA adapts to your growing family. With included extras like the bassinet, RainShield and BugShield, the Vista is ready for any adventure - at any age. Take home this amazing stroller tonight!

**Value:** $699.99  
**Minimum Bid:** $350.00

*UPPAbaby, Hingham, MA*
5000. **EXQUISITE AMIR FOR GENTLEMEN**

These limited edition ties are handmade and hand finished in Florence, Italy. The ties come with a matching handkerchief and box with the same silk of the tie covering the box. Only six of each ties is made in the Amir factory.

A) **Red Stripes**

*Value: $750.00*  
*Minimum Bid: $300.00*

B) **Black Checkers (5001)**

*Value: $750.00*  
*Minimum Bid: $300.00*

Amir, Beverly Hills, CA

5002. **WORLD-CLASS ELEGANCE**

As the oldest store on Rodeo Drive, “Battaglia Beverly Hills” continues to be the most distinguished shop for well-dressed men. Made in Italy, Battaglia’s collections have been the definition of quality and elegance for over half a century. Use this $2,000 gift certificate to add this designer wear to your closet.

*Value: $2,000.00*  
*Minimum Bid: $1,000.00*

Battaglia Shops, Beverly Hills, CA

5003. **CHANEL COUTURE**

This French fashion house specializes in haute couture and has become a household name all over the world. Take home this classic Chanel black leather bag and you will surely love this timeless piece for years to come.

*Value: $5,300.00*  
*Minimum Bid: $2,500.00*

Chanel, New York, NY

5004. **EXCITING CONTRADICTION**

Chelsea Paris is an exciting contradiction; a young, modern brand infused with heritage and culture; luxury footwear that treads an effortless line between being on-trend and timeless. Founded by Theresa Ebegua, and named in honour of her two daughters, the Chelsea Paris collections incorporate bold design elements from historic French culture, with the glamour of today’s Paris. These are timelessly sophisticated shoes, imbued with a frisson of each season’s most elegant trends. Size is exchangeable.

A) **Sasha**, a high heel sandal with French lace and lux violet suede, accented with a royal vintage gold metallic leather - Size 7

*Value: $695.00*  
*Minimum Bid: $300.00*

B) **Celina**, a simple and chic understated heel in gold metallic leather - Size 9 (5005)

*Value: $495.00*  
*Minimum Bid: $200.00*

C) **Celina**, red suede - Size 8 (5006)

*Value: $495.00*  
*Minimum Bid: $200.00*

D) **Heloise**, eclectic yet functional, the Arabesque scroll ballerina in violet suede and gold accented leather - Size 9 (5007)

*Value: $395.00*  
*Minimum Bid: $125.00*


5008. **RED CARPET READY**

David Meister is an esteemed American designer known for his sophisticated women’s wear. David’s dresses, evening wear, and couture red carpet designs have graced celebrities such as: Alicia Keys, Diane Lane, Fergie, Tina Fey, and Sharon Stone. It’s your time to shine in one of David’s signature cocktail dresses. This dress is one-shoulder made of navy lace, a size 8, and is not exchangeable.

*Value: $2,050.00*  
*Minimum Bid: $600.00*

David Meister, City of Industry, CA
5009. NAVY NECESSITY
Take home this navy DKNY leather bowler bag, the epitome of this brand's fashionable and friendly style. Also included is the DKNY Be Delicious perfume and lotion.

Value: $348.00
Minimum Bid: $150.00

Donna Karan International, New York, NY

5010. ECO-CHIC
English Retreads turns recycling into a bold fashion statement with eco-chic handbags and accessories handcrafted in Boulder, Colorado. They offer a Model T Tote, seat belt, and wallet to keep you fashionable without making a negative impact on the environment.

Value: $214.00
Minimum Bid: $100.00

English Retreads, Boulder, CO

5011. ITALIAN SOPHISTICATE
Etro is based upon quality and sophistication, not only in terms of design, but also regarding materials and production techniques. Now you can bring home this printed leather shoulder bag that will be the envy of all your friends.

Value: $1,302.00
Minimum Bid: $500.00

ETRO, New York, NY

5012. FENDI FINESSE
Fendi is known throughout the world as a leader in cutting-edge designs. Now you can add a splash of fashion finesse when you travel with this overnight iconic travel bag with the Fendi logo.

Value: $1,300.00
Minimum Bid: $500.00

Fendi, Beverly Hills, CA

5013. AMAZING ARMANI
As Italy’s most classic fashion designer, Giorgio Armani is known for impeccable tailoring, muted colors, and luxurious fabrics. Add some of his glamorous designs to your wardrobe with this $2,000 gift certificate. This certificate is valid in all Giorgio Armani and Emporio Armani stores in the USA.

Value: $2,000.00
Minimum Bid: $1,000.00

Giorgio Armani, New York, NY

5014. GREEN WITH ENVY
One of the most successful fashion designers ever, Giorgio Armani, brings to you this amazing green leather clutch. Add a touch of Armani’s elegance and refinement to your wardrobe with this must-have accessory!

Value: $3,000.00
Minimum Bid: $1,000.00

Giorgio Armani, New York, NY

5015. RED HOT DRESS
Jenny Packham’s luxury design house in London is world-renowned. Her frequent design presence on the red carpets of Los Angeles infuses the Hollywood crowd with the glamour they adore. Now you too can look as though you were on the red carpet with this red silk cocktail dress. This dress is UK size 10 (US 8) and is adorned with crystals on the shoulders and is not exchangeable

Value: $2,250.00
Minimum Bid: $800.00

Jenny Packham, London, England

5016. ICONIC JIMMY CHOO
This hero handbag encapsulates the mood for this season, taking its cue from 1970s sportswear, with its cool vibe and unstructured silhouette. Justine evokes relaxed glamour and insouciant style. The uber soft calf skin has a luxe buttery texture with an unstructured slouch appeal.

Value: $2,295.00
Minimum Bid: $1,000.00

Jimmy Choo, Los Angeles, CA
5017. **LITTLE BLACK DRESS**

This brand new Alaia dress is brought to you straight from the wardrobe of Joan van Ark. She swears it will make anyone who wears it drop dead fabulous! Dress it up or dress it down - it’s a collectors’ winner wardrobe item! This dress is a size XS and is non-exchangeable. Enjoy all the compliments.

**Value:** $1,000.00  
**Minimum Bid:** $400.00  

Joan van Ark, Studio City, CA

5018. **CELEB STYLE**

This sprawling Sunset Strip spot is the latest entertainment shopping experience complete with a lounge, DJ, and live music. A favorite among celebrities, Live! On Sunset offers a $500.00 gift card to start shopping like the stars. Hurry in to find the hottest trends and the hottest celebs. The gift card expires on October 20, 2013.

A) **Gift Certificate #1**

**Value:** $500.00  
**Minimum Bid:** $250.00  

B) **Gift Certificate #2 (5019)**

**Value:** $500.00  
**Minimum Bid:** $250.00  

Live! On Sunset, West Hollywood, CA

5020. **UNIQUE MONIQUE**

Over the past ten years, Monique Lhuillier has taken the fashion industry by storm. Her famous designs have been featured on such fashion forward television shows as “Sex and the City”, and are a favorite among many noteworthy celebrities. Be sure to take home this anaconda antique gold clutch and add it to your handbag collection.

**Value:** $1,700.00  
**Minimum Bid:** $700.00  

Monique Lhuillier, Inc., Los Angeles, CA

5021. **SOPHISTICATED LUXURY**

Monique Lhuillier designs capture the essence of sophisticated luxury by provoking femininity, allure, and glamour that have made her renowned in the world of design. Use this $3,000 gift certificate towards a future purchase from Monique’s Ready to Wear collection at her salon in Los Angeles, CA. This certificate is not applicable to a Bridal gown purchase.

**Value:** $3,000.00  
**Minimum Bid:** $1,500.00  

Monique Lhuillier, Los Angeles, CA

5022. **VINTAGE LENSES**

Oliver Goldsmith is described by the V & A Museum in London as the innovator of fashion eyewear. This OG pair of “Eddy” sunglasses is suitable for either a man or woman and is a reproduction of the original vintage frame produced in the late 60s.

**Value:** $268.00  
**Minimum Bid:** $100.00  

Oliver Goldsmith Sunglasses, London, England

5023. **OH, OSCAR!**

Oscar de la Renta, known throughout the world for his sophisticated fashion designs, trend-setting shapes, quality of fabrics, and superior workmanship offers two $2,500 gift certificates. Use one to re-camp your wardrobe with some of these classic designs! These certificates are redeemable at: Oscar de la Renta Melrose Place, Costa Mesa, Madison Avenue and North Park Boutiques. Available from stock merchandise only.

A) **Gift Certificate #1**

**Value:** $2,500.00  
**Minimum Bid:** $1,250.00  

B) **Gift Certificate #2 (5024)**

**Value:** $2,500.00  
**Minimum Bid:** $1,250.00  

Oscar de la Renta, New York, NY
5025. **EUROPEAN ELEGANCE**

Paul & Shark is typically European in its approach to style – understated elegance and sophistication are top concerns. Particularly popular amongst the yachting fraternity, the brand has continued to establish a name for quality sports and casual wear that doesn’t look out of place on board a posh yacht or at the bar in the clubhouse. Pick out the perfect ensemble with this $750.00 gift certificate from Paul & Shark. With it, you will receive the Spring 2013 Overnight Bag, Spring 2013 Baseball Cap, and Spring 2013 Tee Shirt.

Value: $1,725.00  
Minimum Bid: $750.00  
Paul & Shark USA, Inc., Beverly Hills, CA

5026. **ALL WE NEED IS PEACE & LOVE**

This wonderful package comes to you from Peace & Love Jewelry by Nancy Davis. Take home three designer tee-shirts featuring Nancy’s famous peace heart symbol.

Value: $171.00  
Minimum Bid: $75.00  
Peace & Love Jewelry by Nancy Davis, Beverly Hills, CA

5027. **PEACEFULLY FASHIONABLE**

Make a statement with this fabulous package from Nancy Davis and her Peace & Love Jewelry line. Included are two short sleeve tee shirts and one long sleeve pullover sporting her signature peace heart symbol.

Value: $193.00  
Minimum Bid: $90.00  
Peace & Love Jewelry by Nancy Davis, Beverly Hills, CA

5028. **TAKE THE “WAR” OUT OF WARDROBE**

Tonight take home two gift cards for a tailor-made shirt from Ryan Taylor’s DROBE. DROBE is a full service custom clothing boutique that uses the world’s finest cloth and craftsmanship to provide custom and tailored shirts, suits, ties, shoes and accessories. Personal stylists will hand select the best colors, textures, patterns, design and fit for your signature style.

Value: $150.00  
Minimum Bid: $75.00  
Ryan Taylor, Los Angeles, CA

5029. **UP CLOSE AND INTIMATE**

Stars love Samantha Chang Intimates modern and contemporary lingerie collection. Chang designs lingerie that is feminine with uncomplicated silhouettes with attention to details and finishing. You can now own this custom silk kimono hand-painted by the designer herself.

Value: $280.00  
Minimum Bid: $125.00  
Samantha Chang Lingerie, New York, NY
FASHION

5030. **TA DAH! TADASHI**
What began as one man's passion to create unique evening wear has evolved into one of the most accomplished luxury brands on the market. After more than 20 successful years, Tadashi has become widely recognized for its original designs and innovative collections. You can now own one of these signature styles with one of these beautifully-made silk crepe dresses. These dresses are not exchangeable.

A) Tadashi Shoji Fern Ombre Hand-Painted Silk Linen Boatneck Gown, Size 4

    Value: $608.00
    Minimum Bid: $200.00

B) Tadashi Shoji Black Silk Linen Draped Gown, Size 6 (5031)

    Value: $608.00
    Minimum Bid: $200.00

**Tadashi Shoji**, Vernon, CA

---

5032. **FASHION EMPORIUM**
Barneys New York is many things including a mecca for discerning fashionistas and clothing connoisseurs since 1923, an emporium of style and gorgeous products, and a celebrity hangout. It can be your hangout too with this $250.00 gift card!

    Value: $250.00
    Minimum Bid: $125.00

**The Walt Disney Company**, New York, NY

---

5033. **AUTHENTIC ELEGANCE**
TOM FORD is the first true luxury brand of the 21st century and places a priority on delivering the highest quality products and the greatest standard of service. Trust that when you take home this beautiful handbag, you are purchasing a true work of art.

    Value: $7,000.00
    Minimum Bid: $3,500.00

**TOM FORD**, Beverly Hills, CA

---

5034. **TREND SETTER**
Topshop & Topman are star style setters of any worthy wardrobe. Now you can be stylish and fashionable for an entire year and beyond with this amazing offer from these famous stores. Use a $500 gift certificate with a personal shopper each month for an entire year in the brand new Los Angeles store! Don’t pass up this opportunity for the wardrobe of your dreams.

    Value: $6,000.00
    Minimum Bid: $3,000.00

**Topshop & Topman**, Los Angeles, CA

---

5035. **VALENTINO DREAMS**
Hollywood stars, socialites, and fashion icons have made Valentino one of the most sought after couture houses in the world. Indulge your own couture collection with the opportunity to acquire a new Valentino creation. This pearl encrusted tote bag is sure to add a statement to any ensemble.

    Value: $3,595.00
    Minimum Bid: $1,500.00

**Valentino**, Beverly Hills, CA
Jewels
5500. **EYE-CATCHING JEWEL TONES**
Cathy’s designs are as varied as her imagination. Pieces range from the simple to the ornate, yet all of her creations are evocative of her classic style. This eye-catching jewel tones necklace is made of garnet, citrine, quartz, peridot, and other gemstones hand wrought onto a golden vermeil chain. It comes with matching earrings.

**Value:** $200.00  
**Minimum Bid:** $85.00

*a Catherine Original*, Greensboro, NC

5501. **ONE-OF-A KIND RETRO**
A Catherine Original jewelry is meticulously handcrafted with the finest components and an attention to detail for making jewelry that can last a lifetime. This one-of-a-kind retro style necklace of black onyx gemstones is hand wrought with pearls and Swarovski® crystals.

**Value:** $475.00  
**Minimum Bid:** $225.00

*a Catherine Original*, Greensboro, NC

5502. **PERFECT PEARLS**
Working with old-school artisans and veteran crafts people, Ann Dexter-Jones creates unique jewelry designs incorporating a wide array of materials, including crystals, opals, agates, onyx, lapis, and freshwater pearls.

A) Grey fresh water pearls on lanyard

**Value:** $1,300.00  
**Minimum Bid:** $600.00

B) White seed pearls on black lanyard (5503)

**Value:** $700.00  
**Minimum Bid:** $300.00

C) White fresh water pearls on pink silk (5504)

**Value:** $700.00  
**Minimum Bid:** $300.00

*Ann Dexter-Jones Design*, New York, NY

5505. **BEAUTIFUL BEADS**
CJ Free is a timeless, bead-themed, fine jewelry line by Jamie-Lynn Sigler. With customization as the primary focus, each piece has a beaded element and is made with 14-karat gold, sterling silver, and other gemstones. CJ Free offers you five of its special “real luck” bracelets, including the limited edition bracelet benefitting the Barbara Davis Center for Childhood Diabetes and the Children’s Diabetes Foundation.

**Value:** $250.00  
**Minimum Bid:** $100.00

*CJ Free*, Beverly Hills, CA

5506. **SWEET DREAM**
Creativity, craftsmanship and originality can be found throughout Damiani’s jewelry. All of its exquisite collections are handmade, and the epitome of tradition and beauty. These 2.73 carat diamond earrings set in 18-karat white gold are part of the Damiani Collection “Sweet Dream.”

**Value:** $17,300.00  
**Minimum Bid:** $8,000.00

*Damiani*, New York, NY

5507. **MAKE A STATEMENT**
Denise Ilitch Designs excels at creating collections of stylish, individual, and timeless design. Looking all over the world to find the unique, unparalleled and exotic, Denise offers you these one-of-a-kind statement pieces. You will feel dazzling in this multi Drusy pendant necklace on a 24-karat gold chain paired with this beautiful two stone Drusy champagne cocktail ring.

**Value:** $460.00  
**Minimum Bid:** $200.00

*Denise Ilitch Designs*, Birmingham, MI
5508. WILD DESIGN
Gabriela Artigas’ delight with the natural world, appreciation of incongruity, intuitive aesthetic taste, and steadfast exploration of everything that surrounds her is evident in her jewelry. All of her pieces are handmade in Los Angeles, CA, including these two beautiful necklaces.

A) Japanese White Spheres on a hand dyed vintage chain with 14-karat gold small spheres and gold Alloy signature Gabriela Artigas tusk from “1311 Collection”

Value: $310.00
Minimum Bid: $155.00

B) White and Copper Color Spheres with 14-karat gold mini spheres and bronze connectors necklace from “End of an Era Collection” (5509)

Value: $310.00
Minimum Bid: $125.00

Gabriela Artigas, Los Angeles, CA

5510. ROLEX ROYALTY
Tell time in style with this amazing Rolex Air-King watch. This masterpiece is non-date and features a white Arabic dial and an Oyster bracelet. This extraordinary piece of craftsmanship is sure to add substance and style to your watch collection.

Value: $5,050.00
Minimum Bid: $2,500.00

Gearys Beverly Hills, Beverly Hills, CA

5511. CHARMING FICALORA
Helen Ficalora’s focus on technique sets her apart from other contemporary designers. Her jewelry is more adornment; it brings life to Helen’s philosophy of harmony with the environment. Helen offers this sterling silver cut out heart on an 18” fine chain.

Value: $105.00
Minimum Bid: $50.00

Helen Ficalora, Beverly Hills, CA

5512. CLASSY CUFF
Jennifer Fisher’s unique collection of jewelry ranges from a simple dog tag in 14-karat yellow gold to an extensive line of over 4000 charms, with four types of colored gold and various diamond options. Each piece is inspired by elements and influences from Jennifer’s life, as is this beautiful brass chain link cuff that is sure to make any outfit extra special.

Value: $725.00
Minimum Bid: $350.00

Jennifer Fisher Jewelry, New York, NY

5513. ROYAL RODKIN
Loree Rodkin, known for her nonconformist, visionary approach to jewelry making, blurs the distinction between modern and medieval. Old world artisans engrave and embellish each piece by hand. Now you can make a statement with this one-of-a-kind three strand pearl necklace with five cross appliqués in white gold with pink sapphire centers and white diamonds.

Value: $10,500.00
Minimum Bid: $4,000.00

Loree Rodkin, Beverly Hills, CA

5514. LUXURY TIMEPIECE
Montblanc is known for the highest quality luxury items that are masterfully crafted. This lady’s sports diamond quartz watch is stunning, made with stainless steel and a mother of pearl dial set with eleven diamonds.

Value: $3,980.00
Minimum Bid: $1,500.00

Lutz Bethge & Jan-Patrick Schmitz, Murray Hill, NJ

5515. CUTTING EDGE CONTEMPORARY
Mawi London is a jewelry house with an emphasis on luxurious statement pieces. Mawi combines cutting edge contemporary style with traditional influences and materials synonymous with old school glamour. This beautiful pearl strand necklace with a grape cluster and leaf motif is from Mawi’s Heirloom Collection, which is dominated by an Art Nouveau green.

Value: $675.00
Minimum Bid: $300.00

Mawi, London, UK
5516. NEW YORK CITY STYLE
Me&Ro is a New York City based jewelry design company that is 100% made and produced in The Big Apple. They offer to you these beautiful sterling silver teardrop earrings engraved with an intricate paisley pattern.

Value: $515.00
Minimum Bid: $225.00

Me&Ro, New York, NY

5517. GLAMOROUS DETAIL
Melinda Maria Jewelry was created by Los Angeles based designer Melinda Maria Spigel. Melinda works closely with the craftsmen to ensure that each stone is cut, set, and treated like a diamond to preserve the excellence of her line. Such care is evident in this beautiful Colleen five band cuff, crafted in the raw and organic style signature to Melinda’s line. This cuff is made of hammered 18-karat gold plated shanks and dotted with sparkling clusters of white diamond CZ stones.

Value: $298.00
Minimum Bid: $150.00

Melinda Maria Designs, Los Angeles, CA

5518. GOOD LUCK CHARM
Nialaya jewels are designed to bring good luck on life’s journey to those who believe in unconditional love. All jewelry is handmade in Hollywood with stones hand selected from around the world by designer Jannik Olander.

A) Labradorite Smoky Quartz Bracelet
Value: $550.00
Minimum Bid: $275.00

B) Bali Turquoise Bracelet (5519)
Value: $600.00
Minimum Bid: $300.00

C) Necklace with Ohm Pendant (5520)
Value: $1,120.00
Minimum Bid: $550.00

Nialaya Jewelry, Los Angeles, CA

5521. HEARTS ABOUND
From Nancy Davis’ Peace & Love Jewelry Boutique Collection come these three enamel bracelets. You will love wearing these beautiful bracelets, tastefully adorned with hearts and diamond stripes.

Value: $144.00
Minimum Bid: $70.00

Peace & Love Jewelry by Nancy Davis, Beverly Hills, CA

5522. HEARTS & CROWNS
These stunning bracelets will make you feel glamorous as you sport them with any outfit. They are enamel and adorned with hearts and crowns, symbols that are sure to connect with anyone.

Value: $192.00
Minimum Bid: $80.00

Peace & Love Jewelry by Nancy Davis, Beverly Hills, CA

5523. PEACEFUL HEART
Taking inspiration from symbols that stir meaning in everyone, the Nancy Davis Peace & Love Jewelry collection seeks to capture the essence of peaceful love with this triple tanzanite choker necklace with a heart charm. The charm, made of 18-karat white gold with 35 diamonds weighing in at .18 total carats, embodies the true symbol of love.

Value: $8,500.00
Minimum Bid: $4,000.00

Peace & Love Jewelry by Nancy Davis, Beverly Hills, CA

5524. CHARMED
You’ll love wearing this beautiful three heart and peace sign charm necklace from Nancy Davis’ Peace & Love Jewelry collection wherever you go. This gorgeous charm necklace features 18-karat yellow gold with dazzling diamonds for a total weight of .90 carats.

Value: $3,800.00
Minimum Bid: $1,500.00

Peace & Love Jewelry by Nancy Davis, Beverly Hills, CA
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5525. FLEUR-DE-LIS LOVE

From Peace & Love Jewelry by Nancy Davis comes this exquisite fleur-de-lis pendant. This stunning pendant features an 18-karat yellow gold chain and is encrusted with 34 diamonds for a total weight of .17 carats.

Value: $1,000.00
Minimum Bid: $450.00

Peace & Love Jewelry by Nancy Davis, Beverly Hills, CA

5526. TAHITIAN BEAUTIES

Surround yourself in luxury with this 18” Tahitian drop strand pearl necklace. These drop shaped pearls average 8.4 - 10.8 mm and are of the best quality. These pearls are sure to be the perfect addition to any ensemble.

Value: $2,000.00
Minimum Bid: $800.00

Pearl Paradise, Los Angeles, CA

5527. TECHNICOLOr JEWELS

Screaming in Technicolor Sparkle, this fun gift set from Tarina’s “Jubilee” collection features a German Lucite bangle bracelet and pendant drop earrings covered in multi-colored Swarovski crystal pavé!

Value: $780.00
Minimum Bid: $250.00

TARINA TARANTINO, Los Angeles, CA

5528. LOVELY VINTAGE

Tiffany & Co., the world-renowned jeweler, presents this fabulous item from it’s collection. You will look stunning wearing this vintage lock pendant in platinum and 18-karat gold with diamonds. Tiffany & Co. defines elegance and beauty

Value: $12,500.00
Minimum Bid: $5,000.00

Tiffany & Co., Beverly Hills, CA

5529. REED ON

Todd Reed has been recognized for his daring designs and bold use of materials. Today all of Todd’s pieces are hand-fabricated in his Colorado studio, and all of the gold used in Todd’s work is recycled. Try on this beautiful palladium and sterling silver cuff with patina, .851 ctw rose cut diamonds and 1.3 ctw raw diamond cubes.

Value: $4,180.00
Minimum Bid: $1,600.00

Todd Reed, Boulder, CO

5530. A GIRL’S BEST FRIEND

Don’t walk away without these stunning 14-karat gold, silver, and sapphire slice drop mounted earrings. They are surrounded by diamonds weighing 1.95 carats and round cut moon stones. These gorgeous earrings are destined to be enjoyed forever.

Value: $3,900.00
Minimum Bid: $1,500.00

XIV Karats Ltd, Beverly Hills, CA
6000. **FUNNY MAN**
Bill Maher is one of the most politically astute humorists in America today. His unflinching honesty and commitment to “never pulling a punch” have garnered him the respect and admiration of millions of fans. Now you can have this autographed copy of his new movie “Religious” and four VIP tickets to the “RealTime with Bill Maher” show.

*Value: Priceless
Minimum Bid: $250.00*

Bill Maher, Studio City, CA

6003. **THE X FACTOR**
Expect the unexpected when the world’s only $5 million audition returns with two new superstar judges and more surprises and twists. Season 2 of THE X FACTOR features global pop icon Britney Spears and multi-talented artist Demi Lovato on the judging panel, alongside returning judges Simon Cowell and L.A. Reid. Catch the action live with these two coveted tickets to a live taping of THE X FACTOR.

*Value: Priceless
Minimum Bid: $250.00*

Fox Broadcasting Company, Hollywood, CA

6001. **AEROSMITH**
These handmade instruments bleed soul, and ooze tone. Each and every instrument that is created by master luthier Gabriel Currie for Echopark Guitars™ is the product of a deeply bred lineage of craftsmanship. This specific guitar is particularly special because it is signed by Aerosmith - you will never find another instrument quite like this!

*Value: $10,000.00
Minimum Bid: $4,000.00*

Echopark Guitars, Los Angeles, CA

6004. **THE GREAT JAMES VAN PRAAGH**
James Van Praagh is a world-renowned psychic medium and best-selling author. He was also the Co-Executive Producer of the CBS drama, The Ghost Whisperer. In this unique ninety minute session, James will “tune-in” to you and accurately describe your present mental, spiritual, emotional and physical states and tell you exactly what is holding you back from self-realization as a “soul-being.” He will give you methods to clear other peoples energy from your space and teach you how to protect yourself and the space you reside in, and will also assist you in releasing emotional scars and patterns from your present life. He will then communicate with the Spirit world and bring through “evidential information” from deceased loved ones such as names, dates, details given to him directly from the Spirit world. For the past thirty years, James, has shared his gift with millions from around the globe and altered their lives forever.

*Value: Priceless
Minimum Bid: $1,000.00*

James Van Praagh, South Laguna, CA

6002. **THE NEXT AMERICAN IDOL**
You don’t want to get voted out of this opportunity. Two of the most coveted tickets in town are yours to be had for a special evening spent at a live show of American Idol. This unparalleled television series has captivated tens of millions of loyal fans and created superstar careers.

*Value: Priceless
Minimum Bid: $250.00*

Fox Broadcasting Company, Hollywood, CA
6005. **BLUES BROTHER**

Jim Belushi was an originator of The Blues Brothers (with Dan Aykroyd), starred in “According to Jim,” and wrote his own book “Real Men Don’t Apologize” during his long career as an actor and writer. Take home a piece of celebrity memorabilia with this Blues Brothers poster signed by the whole cast and other autographed pieces from Jim’s own collection.

**Value:** Priceless  
**Minimum Bid:** $100.00

Jim Belushi, Los Angeles, CA

6006. **A KILLER EXPERIENCE**

“Dexter” is Showtime’s hit series about everyone’s favorite serial killer, Dexter Morgan. Observe all of the action from the set with this opportunity for you and a guest to experience a set visit and a walk-on role as a non-speaking extra. You will also be able to take home some priceless memorabilia including a “Power Saw to the People” poster signed by Michael C. Hall, a script from Season 4 - Episode 407 signed by the cast and writers, a black men’s XL Dexter t-shirt, the Season 5 boxed set DVD’s, and a white “Have a Killer Day” Dexter mug.

**Value:** Priceless  
**Minimum Bid:** $500.00

John Goldwyn, Hollywood, CA

6007. **GREASE**

Now is your chance to own a fantastic piece of movie memorabilia. John Travolta has graciously autographed a Grease poster.

**Value:** Priceless  
**Minimum Bid:** $100.00

John Travolta, Glendale, CA

6008. **ALL-AMERICAN ACTRESS**

Kelly Preston offers you this piece of memorabilia from one of her most popular movies, Sky High. Take home this signed DVD and headshot today!

**Value:** Priceless  
**Minimum Bid:** $100.00

Kelly Preston, Glendale, CA

6009. **SOOTHING SAX**

Kenny G is known as a phenomenally successful instrumentalist whose recordings hit the top of the charts. His sound has been a staple on adult contemporary and smooth jazz radio stations since the mid-1980s. Kenny G is an innovative player who often caresses melodies, putting a lot of emotion into his solos. He generously offers this autographed saxophone, the perfect item for any jazz lover’s collection.

**Value:** Priceless  
**Minimum Bid:** $500.00

Kenny Gorelick, Woodland Hills, CA

6010. **LUNAR LEGEND**

Apollo 11 astronaut Buzz Aldrin shared perhaps the greatest moment in history when he and Neil Armstrong became the first humans to set foot on another world. Don’t miss out on this amazing opportunity to own a small part of Buzz’s history - a priceless signed coffee table book!

**Value:** Priceless  
**Minimum Bid:** $100.00

Lois Aldrin, Los Angeles, CA

6011. **MARVELOUS MARIA**

Maria Shriver is a Peabody and Emmy Award-winning journalist and the NYT bestselling author of numerous books. Don’t miss a chance to take home a complete set of these best-sellers, all autographed by Maria herself.

**Value:** Priceless  
**Minimum Bid:** $100.00

Maria Shriver, Los Angeles, CA
6012. **THE DOCTOR IS IN**

You and three of your friends will be VIP guests at a taping of The Doctors, the fabulous show brought to you by the producers of Dr. Phil. You will have priority seating in the studio as well as parking on the world famous Paramount Pictures Studio lot in Hollywood. Reservations must be made two weeks in advance and are based on availability. Scheduled taping is usually Thursday and Friday mornings. Everyone in your party must be at least 16 years of age. This invitation expires October 20, 2013.

Value: Priceless

Minimum Bid: $150.00

Paramount Studios, Los Angeles, CA

---

6013. **GET REAL**

Dr. Phil McGraw has motivated millions of people to “get real” about their lives and behavior on his daily show. Now is the chance for you and three guests to enjoy VIP seating for an upcoming Dr. Phil taping. Get ready for a true Hollywood experience. You will have priority seating in the studio as well as parking on the world famous Paramount Pictures Studio lot in Hollywood. Reservations must be made two weeks in advance and are based on availability. Scheduled taping is usually Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesday mornings. Everyone in your party must be at least 16 years of age. This invitation expires October 20, 2013.

A) Certificate #1

Value: Priceless

Minimum Bid: $150.00

B) Certificate #2 (6014)

Value: Priceless

Minimum Bid: $150.00

Paramount Studios, Los Angeles, CA

---

6015. **TENNIS LEGEND**

From Andre Agassi, one of the most beloved athletes in history and one of the most gifted men ever to step onto a tennis court, a signed copy of his beautiful, haunting autobiography “Open” and an autographed tennis ball. After turning pro at the age of 16, tennis prodigy Andre Agassi rose to international fame, earning 60 men’s singles titles, including eight Grand Slam singles championships, over a 20-year career. A former World No. 1 player, Agassi is the only male player ever to win all four Grand Slam titles and an Olympic gold medal.

Value: Priceless

Minimum Bid: $150.00

The Andre Agassi Charitable Foundation, Las Vegas, NV

---

6016. **SIMPLY THE FUNNIEST**

Comedy superstar Robin Williams offers you this autographed, hard-bound script from one of his most memorable hit moves, Man of the Year. Don’t miss your chance to own this piece of movie memorabilia.

Value: Priceless

Minimum Bid: $250.00

Robin Williams, Tiburon, CA

---

6017. **UNFORGETTABLE DISNEY**

Walt Disney movies have brought us all so many great film memories and unforgettable vacations. Bring home the complete Disney DVD Collection today and own a piece of your childhood forever.

Value: $200.00

Minimum Bid: $100.00

The Walt Disney Company, Hollywood, CA
Cuisine
7000.  **IN-HOME FEAST**
Executive Chef Mario Cassineri of BiCE Ristorante learned from the Master Chef Gaultiero Marchesi who is considered the pioneer of the Italian modern cuisine. Welcome Chef Mario into your home where here will prepare a flavorful dish, steeped in tradition but served with a contemporary flair for you and five guests. BiCE Ristorante will provide the food and Executive Chef for the preparation. $500 gratuity applied and certificate expires October 20, 2013.

**Value:** $1,500.00  
**Minimum Bid:** $750.00

BiCE Ristorante San Diego, San Diego, CA

7001.  **SUNSET STEAK**
BLT Steak, located in the famed Le Dome space on Sunset Boulevard, combines its signature rich warmth and texture with the lightness and sophistication of Los Angeles. Take advantage of the Southern California weather by enjoying a meal on the patio with the lively Sunset Boulevard as your view with this $150 gift certificate. This certificate is only valid in LA and expires on October 1, 2013.

**Value:** $150.00  
**Minimum Bid:** $75.00

BLT Steak West Hollywood, West Hollywood, CA

7002.  **TASTE OF PARIS**
At Thomas Keller’s true Parisian bistro, you will experience authentic French cuisine and exceptional service. Relax while you enjoy refined dishes in a delightfully social and casual atmosphere with this $150.00 gift certificate. The certificate is not valid for special menu evenings, is not inclusive of tax or gratuity, and expires on November 17, 2013.

**Value:** $150.00  
**Minimum Bid:** $75.00

Bouchon Bistro, Beverly Hills, CA

7003.  **MODERN EURO-ASIAN CUISINE**
CHAYA restaurants have remained one of the city’s most beloved dining destinations for 28 years. Lead by Corporate Executive Chef Shigefumi Tachibe, CHAYA restaurants are renowned for their modern Euro-Asian concept and influence on the Los Angeles dining scene. Visit it’s three Los Angeles locations in Beverly Hills, Venice and Downtown LA, or in San Francisco on the Embarcadero for an unparalleled dining experience. This certificate is valid at any CHAYA location, and is not valid for alcohol, sushi, or gratuity. Offer is for the dining room only, and cannot be used on happy hour, take-out, or major holidays. Certificate expires October 31, 2013.

**Value:** $100.00  
**Minimum Bid:** $50.00

CHAYA Restaurant Group, Culver City, CA

7004.  **AN AMERICAN RESTAURANT**
Craig Susser’s West Hollywood restaurant is definitely a place to see and be seen. Enjoy the lively atmosphere while dining on one of the many classic American dishes featured on the menu with this certificate for dinner for you and three of your favorite people. This certificate includes appetizers, four entrées, four glasses of wine, and dessert and coffee for four people. It does not include additional liquor or gratuities.

**Value:** $350.00  
**Minimum Bid:** $175.00

Craig’s Restaurant, West Hollywood, CA

7005.  **HOUSE OF BLUES FOR TEN**
The House of Blues Foundation Room is a selective club for professional and personal entertaining. Dan Aykroyd invites you and nine guests to dinner, drinks, and wines in these private rooms in either Los Angeles or Las Vegas. Experience new cuisine items, a new chef, and a meal praised by critics as the west’s best multiple course presentation.

**Value:** $5,000.00  
**Minimum Bid:** $2,500.00

Dan Aykroyd, Burbank, CA
7006. TRADITIONAL TUSCAN

e. baldi is considered to be one of the best Italian restaurants in Beverly Hills. Enjoy a fixed meal for four people at this restaurant where you will most likely be seated among some of Hollywood's most famous faces, while you dine on food from one of Hollywood's most famous chefs. This certificate is not valid for use on Friday or Saturday. You must call for reservations in advance. Offer expires on October 20, 2013.

Value: $300.00
Minimum Bid: $150.00
e. baldi, Beverly Hills, CA

7007. DISCOVER SCOTCH

Win a night of education and tasting with this gift certificate to host your own private scotch tasting. In the comfort of your own home, you and ten guests will experience a single malt scotch tasting hosted by Glenmorangie's Scotch Ambassadors, featuring six of their award winning whiskies.

Value: $1,000.00
Minimum Bid: $400.00
Glenmorangie Single Malt Scotch Whisky, Walnut Creek, CA

7008. ULTIMATE WINE EXPERIENCE

Take home this case of wine from Rideau Vineyard. In it you will find their award-winning wine, both white and red. They boast aromas of wild geranium and vanilla bean custard leading into a palate rich with tropical fruit followed by a long finish with lithe acidity completing the strikingly floral expression of their premiere stainless steel white varietal. You will also get to experience their noble red wine comprised of Malbec and Petite Sirah that is profoundly rich and deep, with dark cherry, rose, and juniper berry notes.

Value: $450.00
Minimum Bid: $200.00
Grace & Dean Drulias, Solvang, CA

7009. DREAMY AMBIENCE

Il Cielo, rated one of the most romantic restaurants of Los Angeles, is known for its dreamy ambiance. They have created a backdrop for many soirees that have lead to a feeling of enchantment and wonder. Il Cielo has produced numerous events for corporations, organizations and social gatherings and has also been named one of the top seven places to get married in Los Angeles. Within the esthetic of Il Cielo, they have fashioned a versatile atmosphere that lends itself to various uses. Use this gift certificate for lunch with three friends before October 20, 2013.

Value: $150.00
Minimum Bid: $75.00
Il Cielo, Los Angeles, CA

7010. CHARMING PICCOLINO

In this quaint restaurant, you will find fresh, organically grown products used in their dishes. While you’re out on the town, visit Il Piccolino with this $200.00 gift certificate enjoy their traditional family recipes. This certificate does not include gratuity and expires in October 20, 2013.

Value: $200.00
Minimum Bid: $100.00
Il Piccolino Restaurant, West Hollywood, CA

7011. INNOVATIVE DINING

Escape to Innovative Dining Group's restaurants all over Los Angeles for exceptional cuisine and rub shoulders with the “who’s who” of the city. Take your $200.00 gift card and enjoy Sushi Roku's unparalleled selection of sushi and Japanese favorites. Or, at Katana you can sit on the Sunset Strip patio while enjoying sushi and Robatayaki. Take in an ocean view with a beachside dinner at BOA Steakhouse Santa Monica or toast with friends at Robata Bar across the street. This certificate is valid for a one time use only, does not include gratuity, and expires on August 16, 2013.

Value: $200.00
Minimum Bid: $100.00
Innovative Dining Group, West Hollywood, CA
7012. **KATE THE GREAT**
Kate Mantilini serves one of the best lunches in town. You’ll love the eclectic menu and everyone is sure to find their favorite dish. Now you can experience a wonderful lunch, dinner, or brunch on weekends at Kate Mantilini’s with this $150.00 gift certificate. This certificate expires on April 20, 2013 and does not include gratuity.

**Value:** $150.00  
**Minimum Bid:** $75.00  
Kate Mantilini, Woodland Hills, CA

7013. **AUTHENTIC ITALIAN**
The cozy and urban Madeo features a warm and comforting atmosphere with a varied selection of Northern Italian cuisine. As a popular hotspot among celebrities, Madeo is the place to be if you want to see and be seen. Enjoy a delightful Italian meal with this $200.00 gift certificate.

**Value:** $200.00  
**Minimum Bid:** $100.00  
Madeo, Los Angeles, CA

7014. **CUISINE AT YOUR CONVENIENCE**
Main Lobster Direct in Portland, Maine would like to serve you a very special dinner at your convenience. This delicious and memorable gift includes the “DownEast Feast” for two. Enjoy the freshest clam chowder, lobster, shellfish, and all of the fixings you need delivered right to your front door!

**Value:** $150.00  
**Minimum Bid:** $75.00  
Maine Lobster Direct, Portland, ME

7015. **ALL-NATURAL HANDCRAFTED COOKIES**
Marianberry Cookies is an all-natural, boutique cookie company. Their mission is to get Marianberry in the hands, hearts and mouths of cookies lovers everywhere so that everyone may experience the delightfully complex flavor only found in the marionberry, the key ingredient of their cookies. Sample all of their cookies with a one-year cookie club membership. As a member, you will receive a mix of their tiny, classic, and seasonal cookies in the first week of each month plus 10% off any purchase made online. All cookies are shipped directly to your door.

**Value:** $250.00  
**Minimum Bid:** $125.00  
Marianberry Cookies, New York, NY

7016. **WHERE LUXURY MATURES**
Be transported to luxury as you enjoy a unique VIP Tour followed by an extravagant four-course lunch paired with Chandon still and sparkling wines for two, prepared by acclaimed Michelin Star Chef Perry Hoffman of “Etoile” at the fabulous restaurant or private garden on the gorgeous grounds at Domaine Chandon in Yountville, California. You will also be the fortunate recipient of a signed copy of “The Domaine Chandon Cookbook” and enjoy the experience of “Etoile” at home.

**Value:** Priceless  
**Minimum Bid:** $250.00  
Möet & Chandon Champagne, Yountville, CA

7017. **NEW YORK CUISINE**
In the revamped version of this old-time New York lounge nestled inside the Hotel Elysée, you will find a dark mahogany bar, red leather booths, dark lighting, and hand-painted murals depicting elephant-riding monkeys shaking up daiquiris. This sets the scene for the upper-echelons of society to toss back martinis and Manhattans and swap business cards. Join them while in New York with this $200.00 gift certificate to the Monkey Bar.

**Value:** $200.00  
**Minimum Bid:** $100.00  
Monkey Bar/Jeff Klein, New York, NY
7018. INCOMPARABLE MR. CHOW FOR 20!
Treat yourself and 19 of your well-deserving friends to a delicious dinner in a very private room at the world-famous Mr. Chow. This Beverly Hills eatery is the perfect place to enjoy a special set menu of the best Beijing dishes and wine served by a top-notch staff. Tax and gratuity are not included. This offer expires on April 20, 2013. Reservations must be made in advance.

Value: $2,000.00
Minimum Bid: $1,000.00

Mr. Chow, Beverly Hills, CA

7019. LAID-BACK LUXE
Enjoy upscale contemporary cuisine served in a refined atmosphere at Neiman Marcus Beverly Hills Mariposa®. Muse over boldly colorful Calder tapestries from the Neiman Marcus art collection while sipping a cocktail or glass of wine. With this certificate for lunch for six in Mariposa Beverly Hills, you will be able to do all this and more. This certificate must be used in one visit and expires on October 31, 2013. Reservations are required.

Value: $350.00
Minimum Bid: $175.00

Neiman Marcus Mariposa Restaurant, Beverly Hills, CA

7020. TOP DOG
Pink’s is probably the most famous hot dog stand in the country... certainly in Los Angeles! Located near the corner of Melrose and La Brea, Pink’s can be found by looking for a crowd of people and following the aroma of fresh meaty chili and soft hot dog buns. Don’t miss out on one of these fabulous gift cards so you can try one of these famous dogs for yourself!

A) Gift Certificate #1
   Value: $10.00
   Minimum Bid: $5.00

B) Gift Certificate #2 (7021)
   Value: $10.00
   Minimum Bid: $5.00

C) Gift Certificate #3 (7022)
   Value: $10.00
   Minimum Bid: $5.00

D) Gift Certificate #4 (7023)
   Value: $10.00
   Minimum Bid: $5.00

E) Gift Certificate #5 (7024)
   Value: $10.00
   Minimum Bid: $5.00

Pink’s Famous Hot Dogs, Los Angeles, CA
CONTEMPORARY CALIFORNIAN
With ingredients hand-picked from local markets by owner Peter Garland and his staff, you know the food at this bistro has to be good. Porta Via is a neighborhood restaurant with a world class feel that you’re sure to love. This certificate does not include alcohol, tax, or gratuity and expires on October 20, 2013.

Value: $75.00
Minimum Bid: $40.00
Porta Via, Beverly Hills, CA

ROCK SUGAR
Rock Sugar, where dishes are served Asian family-style to create an atmosphere that encourages sharing and conversation, makes an impression even before customers pass through its oversized red doors. Bring a friend and enjoy this $50.00 gift card to Rock Sugar. You are sure to love their innovative menu that explodes with clean flavor, freshness, and vibrant color. This certificate does not include gratuity.

Value: $50.00
Minimum Bid: $25.00
Rock Sugar Pan Asian Kitchen, Los Angeles, CA

AMERICAN COMFORT
Treat someone special to the exquisite updated American comfort cuisine at Taste on Melrose with this wonderful gift card. You will experience delightful culinary traditions with modern and sophisticated twist.

Value: $200.00
Minimum Bid: $100.00
Taste, West Hollywood, CA

THE GRILL
Are you and your friends fatigued from all of those fittings on Rodeo Drive, or those endless meetings at work? Stop by The Grill on the Alley, where you will enjoy steaks, seafood, and much more. Reservations are a must and this gift card for dinner for four does not include tax or gratuity and expires December 31, 2015.

Value: $200.00
Minimum Bid: $100.00
The Grill on the Alley, Beverly Hills, CA

SANTA MONICA SEAFOOD
Located near the historic Santa Monica Pier, The Lobster is the place to go for a great dining experience with an astounding ocean view and out of this world seafood. This certificate expires on October 20, 2013 and does not include gratuity.

Value: $200.00
Minimum Bid: $100.00
The Lobster, Santa Monica, CA

HISTORIC HOLLYWOOD
A landmark dating back to 1919, Hollywood’s oldest restaurant offers a menu that some say hasn’t changed since the Truman administration, and nostalgic types say everything reminds them of what it was like in the early ’40s. Experience this piece of history with this wonderful gift certificate.

Value: $150.00
Minimum Bid: $75.00
The Musso and Frank Grill, Los Angeles, CA

PAN-LATIN COASTAL CUISINE
Enjoy dinner for two at the new Raya, located at The Ritz-Carlton, Laguna Niguel. Raya showcases Pan-Latin Coastal Cuisine prepared with sustainable seafood, local produce, natural and organic meat, and Chef Richard Sandoval’s signature Latin flavors. Includes appetizer, entrée, and dessert for two, not including alcohol. Valid until October 20, 2013 and reservations are suggested.

Value: $200.00
Minimum Bid: $100.00
The Ritz-Carlton, Laguna Niguel, Dana Point, CA
7033. FOR THE COFFEE LOVER
The Urth Caffé sells all organic specialty coffees, coffee drinks, teas, coffee-making equipment, high-quality health conscious meals, and exquisite desserts in a casual atmosphere through its restaurant locations. Enjoy this gift basket and gift certificate and find out for yourself why the organic coffee shop is a favorite of many stars.

Value: $30.00
Minimum Bid: $15.00

Urth Caffé, Beverly Hills, CA

7035. WOLFGANG PUCK FOR TEN AT HOTEL BEL-AIR
Wolfgang Puck at Hotel Bel-Air features modern California cuisine with European and Mediterranean influences in a spectacular garden setting with menus that showcase the best of California’s wonderful, fresh ingredients. Your one-of-a-kind dinner for ten will feature four courses and wines, and will be held on an evening mutually agreed upon by you and Wolfgang Puck at Hotel Bel-Air. As a gracious host, you are responsible for the cost of service staff and sales tax. This certificate expires October 20, 2013.

Value: $1,850.00
Minimum Bid: $925.00

Wolfgang Puck at Hotel Bel-Air, Los Angeles, CA

7036. XI’AN EXCELLENCE
Treat yourself and a friend to a sumptuous dinner at Xi’an where you can feast on the finest Chinese cuisine. You will enjoy superb service and innovative gourmet food at this fabulous restaurant. This certificate expires on April 20, 2013.

Value: $100.00
Minimum Bid: $50.00

Xi’an Restaurant, Beverly Hills, CA
8000. **PILLOW PARADISE**
Take home these beautiful throw pillows designed by Ralph Lauren. The rich tones of beiges, browns, and burgundies and down feather fill will add luxury to any room.

**Value:** $250.00  
**Minimum Bid:** $100.00  
*Auction Committee, Los Angeles, CA*

8001. **BRUSHED UP**
Capture a special moment on canvas embellished by a renowned European artist. Your individual or family portrait session includes a sitting and one portrait. Now you can have one of the most special portraits in the world. These certificates expire on April 22, 2013.

A) Portrait Session and One 16”x 20” Portrait

**Value:** $5,000.00  
**Minimum Bid:** $300.00  
*Bradford Renaissance Portraits, Costa Mesa, CA*

B) Portrait Session and One 11”x 14” Portrait (8002)

**Value:** $3,000.00  
**Minimum Bid:** $200.00  
*Bradford Renaissance Portraits, Costa Mesa, CA*

8003. **EXCEPTIONAL GARDEN DESIGN**
A passion for rare and exotic plants and flowers coupled with a love of design and exceptional antiques prompted Stephen Block to open Inner Gardens in 1990. Since its inception, Inner Gardens has grown by offering superb customer service, garden design, container compositions, and superior plant maintenance by using the highest quality plants, orchids, and specimen plants available. Use this $350.00 gift certificate towards some of this fantastic products and services.

**Value:** $350.00  
**Minimum Bid:** $125.00  
*Inner Gardens, Inc., Los Angeles, CA*

8004. **PLAYFUL PHOTOGRAPHY**
Katie B. Photography captures wide-eyed toddlers, playful siblings, and beaming parents in both posed and candid shots. Let Katie capture some of your most special moments with this certificate for a photography session, plus 25 holiday cards or one 16”x 24” print.

**Value:** $487.00  
**Minimum Bid:** $240.00  
*Katie B. Photography, Beverly Hills, CA*

8005. **NUMI COMFORT**
The NUMI toilet combines unmatched design and technology to bring you the finest in personal comfort and cleansing. It features auto open/close seat capability, interactive LCD touch-screen user interface, bidet functionality, built-in music system, and heated seat and foot warmers. From its striking form and features to its exceptional water efficiency, the NUMI toilet marks a new standard of excellence in the bathroom.

**Value:** $6,390.00  
**Minimum Bid:** $2,750.00  
*Kohler Company, Kohler, WI*

8006. **LUXE LINENS**
Linens et Al is an irresistible choice for the finest linens, crystal, antique silver, and china. This exquisite Beverly Hills boutique offers a $500.00 gift certificate. Revel in the endless possibilities as you select wonderful treasures for your home.

**Value:** $500.00  
**Minimum Bid:** $250.00  
*Linens et Al, Beverly Hills, CA*
8007. **MYSTICAL AND SERENE**
The Mantaray Collection by Michael Aram takes its inspiration from the mystical and serene form of the ocean stingray. The animal is gently abstracted to create unusual and graceful vessel shapes. Each design starts with a shagreen-like surface, hand-sculpted with thousands of tiny beads of wax. The piece is then cast. The entire piece is then individually hand-hammered and polished to create the brilliant, faceted texture seen in the final object. This set includes the Large Mantaray Serving Tray, Mantaray Shaker, Mantaray Ice Bucket, and Mantaray Scoop.

**Value:** $792.00  
**Minimum Bid:** $350.00

Michael Aram, New York, NY

8008. **EXQUISITE IRON**
For nearly 40 years, Murray’s Iron Works has proudly produced some of the finest iron furniture and lighting available in the world. This forged petal floor lamp with a gold leaf finish is no exception. Standing at 66” high, the custom black shade with hand-painted gold leaf banding will make a statement in any room.

**Value:** $1,900.00  
**Minimum Bid:** $800.00

Murray’s Iron Works, Los Angeles, CA

8009. **JEWELS FOR THE HOME**
Although Jay Strongwater’s jewelry collection began as modest gifts for his mother, his line quickly expanded and sparkled on runways and in fashion magazines. Following this success, he turned his attention to home using his trademark old-world, handcrafted techniques and Austrian crystals. Enjoy this beautiful bejeweled picture frame from Neiman Marcus and the Jay Strongwater Collection.

**Value:** $700.00  
**Minimum Bid:** $300.00

Neiman Marcus, Denver, CO

8010. **PRETTY PORTRAITS**
Pink Fog Studios is a boutique photography studio with a personal approach to creating family portraits and senior pictures. Their approach to low volume, high value-add studio that takes a limited number of sessions a year allows photographer David Zwick to provide a high-touch laser like focus on each engagement. Take home this certificate for an in-studio family photography session with David Zwick and one 8” x 10” desktop print.

A) Portrait Package #1

**Value:** $320.00  
**Minimum Bid:** $160.00

B) Portrait Package #2 (8011)

**Value:** $320.00  
**Minimum Bid:** $160.00

C) Portrait Package #3 (8012)

**Value:** $320.00  
**Minimum Bid:** $160.00

D) Portrait Package #4 (8013)

**Value:** $320.00  
**Minimum Bid:** $160.00

E) Portrait Package #5 (8014)

**Value:** $320.00  
**Minimum Bid:** $160.00

Pink Fog Studios, Denver, CO

8015. **PICTURE OF PERFECTION**
Located in the 1928 Singer Building in Pasadena’s fashionable Historic Theater District, Roclord studio features “Unconventional Portrait Photography” for those who don’t want a traditional portrait studio work. You’ll be the proud winner of one portrait photography package including consultation, studio portrait session, one 11 x 14 custom print, and an in studio presentation of images. The lucky winner must contact Roclord Studio by December 20, 2012 and complete photography by February 20, 2013.

**Value:** $650.00  
**Minimum Bid:** $200.00

Roclord Studio, Pasadena, CA
8016. **BRUSHED UP**

Cherish your child’s memory for years to come with a masterwork portrait on canvas by Rowley Portraiture. This offer includes one photographic session of an individual child age five or above, plus one fourteen inch portrait on canvas with lavish artistry. This certificate may be redeemed at New York City, California, or Florida locations and expires April 22, 2013.

**Value:** $3,000.00  
**Minimum Bid:** $200.00

*Rowley, Costa Mesa, CA*

8017. **CLASSIC DESIGNS**

A multitude of crystals and refined faceted clear crystal defines Swarovski’s Crystalline collection. The classic designs reflect outstanding craftsmanship. This set of sparkling crystallized martini glasses lends instant elegance to any interior.

**Value:** $390.00  
**Minimum Bid:** $175.00

*Swarovski North America, Ltd,*  
*Cranston, RI*
9000. **EMERGE**

This original piece titled “Emerge” is the artist’s first in a series of three new works. The artist pulls from a vast library of original photographic images of architecture, landscape, and objects including neon plexi squares stacked to create the linear effect. The artist then transforms and reshapes the image files to generate a new aesthetic that combines line, shape, form, and colour in a new vision. Print production generously donated by Mike Tardy of Dimensional Screen and Digital, San Diego.

**Value:** $10,000.00  
**Minimum Bid:** $3,000.00

**Alana Rothstein, Vancouver, BC**

9001. **GIVER OF LIFE**

Amanda Dunbar continues to captivate collectors from around the world with her sensitive and exquisite works on canvas and her unique ability to cross multiple artistic barriers. From her “Greatest Loves” collection, Amanda offers The Carousel of Hope her “Giver of Life” hand painted Artist Proof that showcases her luxurious palette and intensive brushwork.

**Value:** $10,000.00  
**Minimum Bid:** $3,000.00

**Amanda Dunbar Studios, Dallas, TX**

9002. **NEW YORK PHOTO SESSION**

Andrew Eccles has been a professional photographer in New York since 1987. His photographs have graced the covers and pages of magazines worldwide including Time, Life, Rolling Stone, GQ, and many more. His classically composed and technically flawless style has made him the preferred photographer of celebrities and models everywhere. Enjoy a two hour studio session with this legend and afterwards, take home two 11” x 14” prints, two 8” x 10” prints, and a CD of the entire shoot. This certificate expires on October 20, 2013.

**Value:** $5,000.00  
**Minimum Bid:** $2,500.00

**Andrew Eccles, New York, NY**

9003. **ICONIC PHOTOGRAPHER**

Fadil Berisha’s artistry can be found around the world, gracing the pages of magazines and filled with the most sought after celebrities. He is a perfectionist who is passionate about his trade, and is now an icon himself. Feel like one of his celebrity subjects with this gift certificate for a photo shoot with Fadil himself. You will receive three different looks with hair and makeup while being shot at Fadil Berisha Studio in New York.

**Value:** $5,000.00  
**Minimum Bid:** $2,500.00

**Fadil Berisha Studio, New York, NY**

9004. **YOU OUGHT TO BE IN PICTURES**

Photos are truly a treasure and now you will have the opportunity to gather your family and capture a moment in time. Celebrity photographer Mark Robert Halper will create a fine art piece that will grace your home for years to come. Mark will welcome you to his Los Angeles Studio for this fabulous photo session.

A) Family Portrait Session, a signed bookcase print, and a signed copy of “Sunlight and Water”

**Value:** $840.00  
**Minimum Bid:** $420.00

B) Child’s Portrait Session and a signed desktop print (9005)

**Value:** $650.00  
**Minimum Bid:** $325.00

**Halper Fine Art, Los Angeles, CA**

9006. **LANG LANDSCAPE**

Daniel Lang is a well-known artist whose works are in the collection of The Museum of Modern Art and The Art Institute of Chicago. This spectacular color lithograph by Lang is entitled “Winsbach Gate.” This piece measures 30” x 23” and will be a superb addition to your home.

**Value:** $1,000.00  
**Minimum Bid:** $400.00

**Iris Cantor, Los Angeles, CA**
9007. **BISTRO GARDEN**  
The late LeRoy Neiman was one of the most preeminent artists of the 20th century. He combined startling juxtapositions of saturated colors with a loosely impressionistic painting style to achieve a feeling of dynamism. This plate-signed serigraph was published in 1997 and is titled, “Bistro Garden.”  

*Value:* $290.00  
*Minimum Bid:* $145.00  

LeRoy Neiman, New York, NY  

9008. **GETTY - SERIES 11**  
Richard Meier, one of the most celebrated architects of our time and designer of The Getty Museum, offers this Mixografia print on handmade paper titled “Getty - Series 11.” This piece is edition 2 of 10 and sure to be a focal point in any art collection.  

*Value:* $8,000.00  
*Minimum Bid:* $3,000.00  

Richard Meier & Partners, New York, NY  

9009. **AMAZING ANACAPA**  
Photographer Michael Ross has so generously donated this framed work of art, a signed and numbered photograph of Anacapa Island in the Channel Islands National Park of California. Ross, currently living in Japan and traveling the world, has a passion for photography and most enjoys capturing images of people, places, and the interaction between the two.  

*Value:* $400.00  
*Minimum Bid:* $200.00  

Sandra Ross & Associates, Inc., Denver, CO  

9010. **JANE FONDA BY DENNIS HOPPER**  
As a key figure in the artistic circles of the 1960's as well as Hollywood's resident rebel, Dennis Hopper photographed some of the most fascinating figures of the time. “Jane Fonda (with bow and arrow),” 1965, is one of his most iconic images, and it clearly displays his acute eye in recognizing magical moments in the everyday. Print is 16” x 24”.  

*Value:* $6,000.00  
*Minimum Bid:* $2,000.00  

The Dennis Hopper Trust, Beverly Hills, CA  

9011. **FAMED PHOTOGRAPHER**  
Timothy White's commanding celebrity portraits illuminate the covers and interiors of the world's most glamorous publications. His movie ads glisten on buses, billboards and movie theater walls. Tonight you have the chance to add this incredible fine art photographic print of Ray Charles taken in Culver City, CA in September 1991 to your own personal collection.  

*Value:* $5,000.00  
*Minimum Bid:* $2,000.00  

Timothy White, New York, NY  

9012. **I LEFT MY HEART IN SAN FRANCISCO**  
The ten-time Grammy winner, Tony Bennett has been painting his entire life and has enjoyed a flourishing career as an accomplished artist. Painting under his family name of Benedetto, his work has been exhibited in galleries around the world. Mr. Bennett has created this amazing giclée entitled “Golden Gate Bridge.” This giclée is a hand-signed and numbered limited edition piece printed on high quality archival watercolor paper.  

*Value:* $14,000.00  
*Minimum Bid:* $2,000.00  

Tony Bennett, New York, NY  

9013. **YUL, A MAN OF MANY TALENTS**  
Yul Brynner’s reputation as one of the twentieth century’s most charismatic and versatile actors is irrefutable. But his talent as a photographer has been relatively unknown and unacknowledged. Brynner’s subjects are some of the pivotal figures of cinematic and stage history, and his talent lies in capturing these people and particularly actors (those best at disguising their true selves) at ease, both on and off set. Tonight you will take home this amazing collection of five 11” x 14” framed prints including: Audrey Hepburn, Venice, 1965; Frank Sinatra, Hollywood, 1964; Glass Study, Le Reine Jeanne, France, 1959; Elizabeth Taylor at Home, Hollywood, 1959; and The King & I, Self-Portrait, 1956. You will also receive YUL: A Photographic Journey.  

*Value:* $14,000.00  
*Minimum Bid:* $2,000.00  

Victoria Brynner, Beverly Hills, CA
WE EXPRESS OUR HEARTFELT GRATITUDE TO THE FOLLOWING WONDERFUL DONORS FROM THROUGHOUT THE WORLD WHOSE GENEROSITY CREATED OUR EXCITING SILENT AUCTION:

2 Red Hens, Alpharetta, GA
a Catherine Original, Greensboro, NC
Abama Golf and Spa Resort, Guía de Isora, Spain
Adams Golf, Plano, TX
aden + anais®, Brooklyn, NY
AEG, Los Angeles, CA
Alana Rothstein, Vancouver, BC
Amanda Dunbar Studios, Dallas, TX
American Airlines, El Segundo, CA
Amir, Beverly Hills, CA
Andrew Eccles, New York, NY
Ann Dexter-Jones Design, New York, NY
Arizona Biltmore Resort & Spa, Phoenix, AZ
Auction Committee, Los Angeles, CA
Avjet Corporation, Burbank, CA
Babyhome, Alpharetta, GA
Bardessono, Yountville, CA
Battaglia Shops, Beverly Hills, CA
Betty Guy-Wills, Beverly Hills, CA
Beverly Hills Manners, Inc., Beverly Hills, CA
Beverly Wilshire, Beverly Hills, CA
BiCE Ristorante San Diego, San Diego, CA
Bill Maher, Studio City, CA
blablakids, Atlanta, GA
BlowOut: Event Planning and Production, West Hollywood, CA
BLT Steak West Hollywood, West Hollywood, CA
Bobby Strom Fitness, Los Angeles, CA
Boston Bruins, Boston, MA
Bouchon Bistro, Beverly Hills, CA
Bradford Freeman, Los Angeles, CA
Bradford Renaissance Portraits, Palm Beach, FL
Build-A-Bear Workshop, St. Louis, MO
Cal-a-Vie, Vista, CA
Cardio Barre Beverly Hills, Beverly Hills, CA
Cedars Sinai Imaging Group, Los Angeles, CA
Chateau du Sureau, Oakhurst, CA
CHAYA Restaurant Group, Los Angeles, CA
Chaz Dean, Hollywood, CA
Chanel, New York, NY
Classic Party Rentals, El Segundo, CA
Classic Party Rentals, El Segundo, CA
Clio, Beverly Hills, CA
Craig’s Restaurant, West Hollywood, CA
Cristophe Salon, Beverly Hills, CA
Damiani, New York, NY
Dan Aykroyd, Burbank, CA
David and Boffer Rich, Sedona, AZ
David Meister, City of Industry, CA
Denise Ilitch Designs, Birmingham, MI
Donna Karan International, New York, NY
Dorado Beach, a Ritz-Carlton Reserve, Dorado, Puerto Rico
Dr. Lawrence Koplin, Beverly Hills, CA
Dr. Robert T. Kimura, D.M.D, Inc., Los Angeles, CA
e. baldi, Beverly Hills, CA
Echopark Guitars, Los Angeles, CA
El León Spa, Los Angeles, CA
Enchantment Resort & Mii amo Spa, Sedona, AZ
English Retreads, Boulder, CO
Estancia La Jolla Hotel & Spa, La Jolla, CA
ETRO, New York, NY
Euora International, Vista, CA
Faith Kates-Kogan, New York, NY
Fendi, Beverly Hills, CA
Fifi & Romeo, Los Angeles, CA
Four Seasons Hotel Dublin, Dublin, Ireland
Four Seasons Hotel Los Angeles at Beverly Hills, Los Angeles, CA
Four Seasons Resort, Maui at Wailea, Wailea, HI
Fox Broadcasting Company, Hollywood, CA
Freshology by Todd DeMann, Burbank, CA
Gabriela Artigas, Los Angeles, CA
Garde Robe, San Diego, CA
Gearys Beverly Hills, Beverly Hills, CA
Giorgio Armani, New York, NY
Glenmorangie Single Malt Scotch Whisky, Walnut Creek, CA
Golden Door Spa, San Marcos, CA
Grace & Dean Drulias, Solvang, CA
Grand Wailea, Maui, HI
Halekulani, Honolulu, HI
Halper Fine Art, Los Angeles, CA
Hanging with Hope, Sherman Oaks, CA
Helen Ficalora, Beverly Hills, CA
Ho’i’olo House, Lahania, HI
Hoffman International Properties, Dallas, TX
Hotel Bel-Air, Los Angeles, CA
Hotel Grande Bretagne, Athens, Greece
Hotel Jerome Aspen, Aspen, CO
Hôtel Le Bristol Paris, Paris, France
Hotel Palomar, San Diego, CA
Hotel Plaza Athénée, New York, NY
Hyatt Regency Century Plaza, Los Angeles, CA
Il Cielo, Beverly Hills, CA
Il Piccolino Restaurant, West Hollywood, CA
Indian Wells Tennis Garden, Indian Wells, CA
Inner Gardens, Inc., Los Angeles, CA
Innovative Dining Group, West Hollywood, CA
Iris Cantor, Los Angeles, CA
James Van Praagh, Huntington Beach, CA
Jay Cutler, Chicago, IL
Jean-Paul Gaultier, Paris, France
Jennifer Fisher Jewelry, New York, NY
Jenny Packham, London, England
John Barrett Salon, New York, NY
John Travolta, Glendale, CA
José Eber, Beverly Hills, CA
JW Marriott Las Vegas, Las Vegas, NV
Karyn Grossman, MD, Santa Monica, CA
Kate Mantilini, Woodland Hills, CA
Katie B. Photography, Beverly Hills, CA
Kelly Preston, Glendale, CA
Kenny Gorelick, Woodland Hills, CA
Kohler Company, Kohler, WI
Kushies Baby, Alpharetta, GA
Kyō-ya Hotels and Resorts, Honolulu, HI
LA Dodgers, Los Angeles, CA
La La Ling, Los Angeles, CA
LA Racing, Irvine, CA
Las Vegas Sands Corporation, Las Vegas, NV
Legoland, Carlsbad, CA
LeRoy Neiman, New York, NY
Libertador Hotels, Resorts & Spas, Paracas, Peru
Libertador Hotels, Resorts & Spas, Urubamba, Peru
Linen et Al, Beverly Hills, CA
Live! On Sunset, West Hollywood, CA
Locus Hollywood Hotel, Hollywood, CA
Lois Aldrin, Los Angeles, CA
Loree Rodkin, Beverly Hills, CA
Los Angeles Lakers, Los Angeles, CA
Lutz Bethge/Jan-Patrick Schmitz, Murray Hill, NJ
Luxe Sunset Boulevard Hotel, Los Angeles, CA
Madelo, Los Angeles, CA
Maine Lobster Direct, Portland, ME
Malibu Beach Inn, Malibu, CA
Manhattan Toy Company, Minneapolis, MN
Maria Shriver, Los Angeles, CA
Marianberry Cookies, New York, NY
Mark’s Garden, Sherman Oaks, CA
Mawi, London, UK
Me Two You, Medfield, MA
Me&Ro, New York, NY
Melinda Maria Designs, Los Angeles, CA
Mercedes-Benz, Los Angeles, CA
Mercedes-Benz Dealers of Southern California, Irvine, CA
Mercedes-Benz Driving Academy, Los Angeles, CA
Michael Aram, New York, NY
Michaela Coroz of Belladonna Face and Body Clinic, Beverly Hills, CA
Mindy Weiss Party Consultants, Beverly Hills, CA
Miracle Springs Resort & Spa, Desert Hot Springs, CA
Monique Lhuillier, Los Angeles, CA
Monkey Bar/Jeff Klein, New York, NY
Montage Beverly Hills, Beverly Hills, CA
Montage Laguna Beach, Laguna Beach, CA
Mount Shasta Resort, Mount Shasta, CA
Mr. & Mrs. Bob Newhart, Los Angeles, CA
Mr. Chow, Beverly Hills, CA
Murray’s Iron Works, Los Angeles, CA
National Hockey League, New York, NY
Neiman Marcus, Denver, CO
Neiman Marcus Mariposa Restaurant, Beverly Hills, CA
Nialaya Jewelry, Los Angeles, CA
Oscar de la Renta, New York, NY
 Paramount Studios, Los Angeles, CA
Parrot, Southfield, MI
Paul & Shark USA, Inc., Beverly Hills, CA
Peace & Love Jewelry by Nancy Davis, Beverly Hills, CA
Pearl Paradise, Los Angeles, CA
Pediped Footwear, Alpharetta, GA
Petersen Automotive Museum, Los Angeles, CA
Phulay Bay, a Ritz-Carlton Reserve, Muang Krabi, Thailand
Pink Fog Studios, Denver, CO
Pink’s Famous Hot Dogs, Los Angeles, CA
Hôtel Plaza Athénée Paris, Paris, France
Porta Via, Beverly Hills, CA
Principal Secret, Santa Monica, CA
Pryor Events by Julie Pryor, W Los Angeles, CA
Red Mountain Resort, Ivins, UT
Richard Meier & Partners, New York, NY
Rimowa, Ontario, Canada
Roberto E. Wirth - Hotel Hassler
Roma, Roma, Italy

Rocky Sugar Pan Asian Kitchen,
Los Angeles, CA

Rocland Studio, Pasadena, CA

Rosewood Hotels & Resorts,
Rivera Maya, Mexico

Rowley, Costa Mesa, CA

Ryan Taylor, Los Angeles, CA

Samantha Chang Lingerie,
New York, NY

Sandra Ross & Associates, Inc.,
Denver, CO

Sea Island Resorts, Sea Island, GA

Sheila Kelley S Factor, Los Angeles, CA

Skydive Santa Barbara, LLC,
Lompoc, CA

Skyn Iceland, New York, NY

Small Luxury Hotels of the World,
New York, NY

Starwood Hotels and Resorts Greece,
Greece,

Stephane Rolland, Paris, France

Stephanie Johnson, Venice, CA

Stokke LLC of Norway, Stamford, CT

Sunset Marquis Hotel,
West Hollywood, CA

Sunset Tower Hotel,
West Hollywood, CA

Swarovski North America, Ltd,
Cranston, RI

Tadashi Shoji, Vernon, CA

Taj Campton Place, San Francisco, CA

Tami Kudo, Beverly Hills, CA

TARINA TARANTINO,
Los Angeles, CA

Taste, West Hollywood, CA

The Andre Agassi Charitable Foundation, Las Vegas, NV

The Balboa Bay Club & Resort,
Newport Beach, CA

The Beverly Hills Hotel,
Beverly Hills, CA

The Beverly Hilton, Beverly Hills, CA

The Catalina Hotel & Beach Club,
Miami Beach, FL

The Dennis Hopper Trust,
Beverly Hills, CA

The Grill on the Alley,
Beverly Hills, CA

The Inn at Deep Canyon,
Palm Desert, CA

The Lobster, Santa Monica, CA

The Malibu Colony Company,
Malibu, CA

The Musso and Frank Grill,
Los Angeles, CA

The New York Palace, New York, NY

The Organic Pharmacy,
Beverly Hills, CA

The Peninsula Beverly Hills,
Beverly Hills, CA

The Peninsula Hong Kong,
Hong Kong, Japan

The Phoenician, Scottsdale, AZ

The Ranch at Live Oak Malibu,
Malibu, CA

The Raven Spa, Los Angeles, CA

The Resort at Pelican Hill,
Newport Coast, CA

The Ritz-Carlton, Dove Mountain,
Marana, AZ

The Ritz-Carlton, Kapalua, Maui, HI

The Ritz-Carlton, Laguna Niguel,
Dana Point, CA

The Ritz-Carlton, Los Angeles,
Los Angeles, CA

The Ritz-Carlton, Marina del Rey,
Marina del Rey, CA

The Ritz-Carlton, Naples, Naples, FL

The Ritz-Carlton, South Beach,
Miami Beach, FL

The Ritz-Carlton, Vienna,
Vienna, Austria

The Ritz-Carlton, Washington D.C.,
Washington, DC

The Sanctuary at Kiawah Island Golf Resort,
Kiawah Island, SC

The Setai Resort & Residences,
South Beach, FL

The St. Regis Aspen Resort & Aspen Skiing Company, Aspen, CA

The St. Regis Bahia Beach Resort,
Río Grande, Puerto Rico

The St. Regis Bal Harbour,
Bal Harbour, FL

The St. Regis Resort, Bora Bora,
French Polynesia,

The St. Regis Monarch Beach,
Dana Point, CA

The St. Regis New York, New York, NY

The St. Regis Princeville,
Princeville, HI

The St. Regis Punta Mita,
Nayarit, Mexico

The Walt Disney Company,
Hollywood, CA

Thompson Beverly Hills,
Beverly Hills, CA

Tiffany & Co., Beverly Hills, CA

Timothy White, New York, NY

Todd Reed, Boulder, CO

Tom Ford, Beverly Hills, CA

Tony Bennett, New York, NY

Tropicana Las Vegas, Las Vegas, NV

Trump International Hotel & Tower,
New York, NY

Tumi, New York, NY

Turn 2 Foundation, New York, NY

Universal Studios, Inc.,
Universal City, CA

UPPAbaby, Hingham, MA

Urth Caffé, Beverly Hills, CA

Valentino, Beverly Hills, CA

Versace, Paris, France

Victoria Brynner, Beverly Hills, CA

Villa Principe Leopoldo,
Lugano, Switzerland

Villas Del Mar, Los Cabos, Mexico

Waldorf Astoria® Orlando Bonnet Creek, Orlando, FL

Wolfgang Puck at Hotel Bel-Air,
Los Angeles, CA

Wynn Las Vegas, Las Vegas, NV

Xi’an Restaurant, Beverly Hills, CA

XIV Karats Ltd, Beverly Hills, CA
1. Providing your bidder number and posting a bid constitutes a binding contract between you and The Carousel of Hope. All sales are final. If you are bidding for someone who is not present at the Auction and that bid wins an item/s, you are the responsible party to pay for the item/s within 24 hours of the event.

2. The Silent Auction items will be on display and guests will have the opportunity to bid on them at The Carousel of Hope at The Beverly Hilton on Saturday, October 20, 2012, from 6:30 p.m. until 8:30 p.m. Auction officials will be available to help bidders find the items of their choice and to help with bidding.

3. Merchandise appears in categories in the Auction Catalogue. It will be displayed in the same categories during the Auction.

4. The Silent Auction will begin promptly at 6:30 p.m. on October 20, 2012 and the Auction will be CLOSED at 8:30 p.m. according to the official Auction clock. The closing bid will be certified by the Auction official and constitutes the winning bid.

5. In the event of a contested item, the last two individuals appearing on the bid sheet may participate in a “bid-off” conducted at the time of closing. Bidders must be present at the table in the event of a bid-off. An Auction official will conduct the bid-off and her or his decision shall be final.

6. All gifts in the Silent Auction have bid sheets affixed nearby. Persons desiring to bid must do so by printing their bidder number, name, phone number, table number and bid amount on the bid sheets.

7. Each increase in bid must be for at least the amount indicated as minimum raise per item. Bids are to be raised in increments of $10.00 for items of minimum bid value under $500.00, $25.00 for items of minimum bid value over $500.00, $50.00 for items of minimum bid value over $1,000.00 and $100.00 for items of minimum bid value over $5,000.00.

8. Each new bid must be written on the topmost blank available. Once a bid sheet is signed by the successful bidder it is deemed binding. All sales are final and there will be no refunds.

9. Every effort will be made to notify winners the evening of the event or directly thereafter. Items may be removed the night of the event only by exhibiting a “paid receipt” at the door at the time of departure. Auction items not removed the evening of the Auction must be removed from The Beverly Hilton by noon on Wednesday, October 24, 2012.

10. All items must be paid for by cash, check, Visa, MasterCard or American Express at The Carousel of Hope on Saturday, October 20, 2012.

11. Reservations for all trips must be mutually arranged with the donor. All trips are subject to availability.

12. Tax, tip and beverages are generally not included in restaurant gift certificates, unless otherwise indicated.

13. Gift certificates and trips must be used within one year unless otherwise noted.

14. Those attending The Carousel of Hope, as well as those not attending, are invited to bid by e-mail or phone for items at The Silent Auction. To place your bid, please contact Mary Jarvis at (800) 695-2873 (now until October 10, 2012) or after October 10, 2012 by email at mary@childrensdiabetesfoundation.org. All bids must be turned in by Friday, October 19th at 5 pm. Bids will be recorded on bid sheets prior to the Auction on October 20, 2012. There is no guarantee of purchase as The Carousel of Hope guests have the opportunity to continue the bidding.

15. Purchasers of items through e-mailed or called-in bids will be notified by November 1, 2012. All sales are final, and there will be no refunds, as e-mails and faxed forms are binding. Procedure for payment and pickup will be explained with notification of the successful bid.

16. Items will be available for payment and pick-up at The Beverly Hilton from 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m., Sunday, October 21 through Tuesday, October 23, and from 9:00 a.m. to noon on Wednesday, October 24 only. Items not picked up by the closing of the Auction office on October 24 will be shipped at the buyer’s expense. Winners must have the purchase receipt as proof of payment in order to receive their items. For more information, contact Mary Jarvis or Ashley Widener before October 24 at The Beverly Hilton at (231) 420-2698 or after October 24 at (800) 695-2873.
17. The Auction Committee has endeavored to catalogue and describe the Auction items correctly, but all items are sold “as is” and the Auction Committee neither warrants, nor represents, and shall in no event be responsible for the correctness of description, or genuineness, authorship, provenance or condition of the items. No statement contained in the Catalogue, or made orally at the Auction, or elsewhere shall be deemed to be such a warranty, representation or assumption of liability.

18. In addition to the bid price, each successful bidder of an item of tangible personal property may be required to pay 8.75% of the bid price for state and local sales tax.

19. Travel packages do not include air, land or water transportation unless directly stated in the Auction listing.

20. Per IRS regulations, the tax-deductible portion of your contribution is the amount donated less the estimated retail value of the good and/or services received by the donor.
Today, we thank you for caring. Tomorrow, the children will thank you.